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I.
Introduction

The expUlsion of 60 "foreign Trotskyists" fr~m Nicaragua by the Sandinista National liberation Front (FSlN)
last August made headlines around the world. The
deportees (now numbering over 100) were leaders of the
Simon 'Bolivar Brigade, set up by, Nahuel Moreno's
Bolshevik Faction of the misnamed "U nited Secretariat of
the Fourth International" (USec). So when the USec not
only failed to protest. but actually endorsed this repression
hy a' bourgeois government. it sent shock waves through
the clique-ridden parody of Trotsky's FI (currently
preparing its "Eleventh World Congress"). Subsequent
revelations (see "Did Camejo Turn Them In'! WVNo. 242.
" 26 October 1979) that leaders ohhe American SWP may
have been complicit in gettingJt,eirMorenoite "comrades"
deported (and torturedby:,~~e ~~namanian police) can only
reinforce the momentum building towards split in the
USec.
These circumstances ha,ve contributed to lending
Moreno & Co. an image o(inilitancy: Yet for years this
current has stood on the far right wing of world ostensible
Trotskyism. Here is the man who in Argentina in the early
'50s helped set up a Per,Onist "socialist" party-a left wing
of hourgeuis populism. This is the one-and-only Moreno
who in the mid-1960s wrote that Castro's stillborn "OlAS
... is the only organizational vehicle for power" in latin
America, yet in 1974 was backing the murderous Peron
regime against left-wing guerrillas (whom it scandalously
referred to as a "mirror image" of the AAA and other ultrarightist terrorists). It is the self-same Nahuel Moreno (aka
Hugo Bressano) whose financial

on the latin American left: from allegedly running off with
money intended for Hugo Blanco's peasant organizing in
the '60s, to raising money for his Simon Bolivar Brigade
today by hawking worthless "Sandino Bonds."
Nahuel Moreno is a cynical quick-change artist whose
current political stands bear Ii~tle (and often no) relation to
what went before and what will come after. His "Itft"
postures are frequently lifted lock-stock-and-barrel from
other tendencies (including ourselves, such as his tardy
discovery of the"Eurottotskyism" of Ernest Mandel et al.).
And his seeming orthodoxy on doctrinal questions is
combined with "tactical" betrayals so shameless that they
leave even the denizens of the USec swamp breathless. But
the man is dangerous.
, At a time when the USec stabs its comraaes in the back in
Nicaragua, even arranging their expulsion by the bourgeois
authorities, and leads Iranian militants to the slaughter at
the hands of Khomeini's clerical-feudalism, any honest
would-be Trotskyist will be searching for a revolutionary
answer to the treachery of Mandel and the SWP. And it is
our duty as revolutionists to warn the workers move~ent
against the fraud of Nahuel Moreno and his "Bolshevik
Faction." That is the purpose of this "Moreno Truth Kit."
Be forewarned-this IT¥in is a cynical adventurer,
political chameleon and financial swindler! And note also
that it has been the international Spartacist tendency that
has consistently exposed Moreno & Co. while pointing the
way forward to the rebirth of an authentically Trotskyist
Fourth International.
'
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Nahuel Moreno (left) and documents distributed by "SimonBolivar Brigade" boasting of subordination to FSLN.
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excerpted from:

"Revolution
in
Nicaragua
and the Left"
-Workers Vanguard,
No. 240, 28 September 1979

SEPTEMBER 24-1t took 18 months
of bitter straggle. including two insurrections totaling eleven weeks of the
bloodiest fighting. before they drove out
the hyena of Managua. Almost 50,000
died out of a population of 2.3 million.
and today the citi(!s are in ruins. the
surviving population on the Qrink of
starvation. three quarters of the workforce unemployed. Those who have
sacrificed so much are burning to r,oot
out every trace of the hated dynasty
which bled the country dry. Laying
claim to what is rightfully theirs. 'the
Nicaraguan masses are already infringing on the property of the belatedly
oppositional bourgeoisie. which for
decades extracted fat profits from the
sweat" of' the working people in
Snmozaland.
,"National reconstruction" is now the
watchword of the victorious Sandinista
National Liberation Front (FSLN). But
on what foundations'? With their program for a "government of unity of all
anti-Somoza for.:es" the Sandinista
leaders hope to limit the revolution to
the replacement of a rapacious family
dictatorship by a reformed, "populardemocratic" capitalist regime. As proof
of the "generosity of the Nicaraguan
Revolution." they have refused to
execute any of the National Guard
criminals who tortured at random and
rained high-explosive bombs on their
own cities. While expropriating the
property of the tyrant and his underlings. the new rulers have vowed to
protect the holdings of other capitalists.
From the beginning it has been clear
to all that the "government" in Managua is highly unstable. The guns are
clearly in the hands of the pettybourgeois radical-nationalist Sandinistas. but a united FSLN was established
only at the last minute by papering over
a three-way split. While the "antiSomoza bourgeoisie" are presently
pliant. and their influence declined as
the fighting intensified. they are not
passive nor are they discredited by the
stigma of collaboration with the dictator as the Cuban capitalists were with
Batista. On the other hand. the working
masses are a far more active factor than
in the Cuban Revolution. having armed
themselves and fought key battles in the
'streets of the capital and other cities.
The common enemy vanquished. it is
impossible to stop the class struggle
simply by telling the combatants to
return home.
The array of forces in post-Somoza
Nicaragua has the potential for an

explosive confrontation-within the
uneasy ruling coalition, between it and
the impatient working masses or between a sector of the radlcal-Jacobin
FSLN and reactionary sectors of the
domestic bourgeoisie. This highly
charged situation poses an acid test for
revolutionists. For while the overwhelming majority of the left to one
degree or another is tailing after the
popular Sandinistas. the task- of Trotskyists. who _fight on the program- of
permanent revolution, is to remain the
party of intransigent working-class
opposition. Those who proclaim that
proletarian-socialist revolution can
come. about 'peacefully in Nicaragua by
nudging the present bonapartist regime
gradually to the left could well be the
first victims of their own illusions ....

Expulsion of the Simon Bolivar
Brigade
The suppression of "disorderly" land .
seizures is nqt the only instance of
measures to keep the class struggle from
"becoming more acute." The most
notable was the expUlsion of several
dozen foreign leftists, most of them se\fproclaimed Trotskyists, associated with
the "Simon Bolivar Brigade" which had
rushed to Nicaragua in the last stages of
the battle against Somoza. The incident
was described by Time' magazine (3
September) at the end of an article
praising the "merciful revolution" that
was "steering a middle course":
"Surprisingly, the first serious threat
came from the extreme left. Dissatisfied
~ith the. government's plans for buildmg a m~xed economy. melding public
and private enterprise, 60 LatinAmerican Tr?tskyites, calling them~el~e~ the Simon Bolivar Brigade.
mClted a demonstration by -3.000
Managua factory workers de.manding
compensation for wages lost during the
revolution. The revolutionary government reacted by ordering its armed
forces to put the Trotskyites on a plane
to Panama."
.
According to the Washington Post (21
August). banners at the August 15
Managua demonstration carried the
slogans. "The Revolution'is in the hands
of the bourgeoisie" and "Power to the
proletariat." The expelled Bolivar Brigaders. however. were' charged with
being "counterrevolutionaries" and
"foreign provocateurs."
This expulsiOn was clearly a blow
struck against any independent leftist
agitation among Nicaragu~n workers
and must pe ruundly condemned by all
would-be socialists. Hut this is not what
the American Socialist Workers Party
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(SWP) thought of it. The SWP did not
protest at all. In fact. it issued four
different "explanations" of the Sandinista repression against the ostensibly
Trotskyist leaders of the Simon Bolivar
Brigade. one of which consisted of
quoting without comment a statement
by the Nicaraguan ministry of the
interior. Moreove .... the SWP's explanations not only shamelessly support the
FSLN government against their own
"comrades." but they join in the wit('hhunt themselves. An August 21 SWP
Political Committee declaration entitled "New U.S. Propaganda Drive
Against Nicaragua" states:'
"The Simon Bolivar Brigade was
organized by the Colombian PST
(Partido Socialista de los Trabajadores-Socialist Workers Party).
under the direction of an international
grouping known as the' 'Bolshevik
FactIon: led by Nahuel Moreno ....
-In the case" of the Simon Uolivar
Brigade, . the Bolshevik Faction never
consulted the Fourth International
about this project or about the policies
, the Brigade followed. These policies ran
counter to the policies decided by the
leadership bodies of the Fourth
International.
"Through the Simon Bolivar Brigade
the Bolshevik Faction led young militants from several Latin American
countries-peopJe who wanted to help
the fight against Somoza-into a
sectarian adventure. Masquerading as a
section ofthe Sandinista Front (FSLN),
the Simon' Bolivar Brigade entered
Nicaragua from the outside to engage in'
its own organizing efforts along the
lines of'outflariking' the Sandinistas on
'the left. Their tactic was t() up the ante in
what th'e Sandinistas were saying, trying
in this way to build a counterforce to
them.
"This grotesque idea-that people from
the outside can maneuver to capture the
leadership of the revolution from those
who have emerged in the course of the
struggle-has nothing whatever to do
with Trotskyism. revolutionary
socialism.
"The unfortunate episode of the Simon
Bolivllr Brigade was just what the
Carter administration was waiting for."
-Mililant. 31 August
In another article in the same issue of
the Mililant. on "The "Facts About the
Simon Bolivar Brigade." the SWP
labels the Managua workers demonstra~
tion a "provocative clash" and accuses
the leaders of the Brigade of having
"acted irresponsibly." Again. the "fact"sheet charges that the Brigade's attempts to "outflank [the FSLN] from
the left" had "absolutely nothing in
common with the position ofthe Fourth
International." And it osten1atiously
washes its hands of any association:
"The Fourth International is in no way

responsible for the activities of the
Brigade." Quite a mouthful coming
from people who are formally part of
the same "lnternatio~I."
, The S W P's response to the expUlsion
of the Bolivar Brigaders was the most
naked stab in the back by a section of the
fake-Trotskyist "U nited" Secretariat
(USec) since its supporters in Portugal
found themselves on opposite sides of
the barricades in the summer ,of 1977.
But what about the other wings of this
pseudo-Fourth International, long accustomed to the dirtiest of factional
tricks'? Those sections associated with,
the former International Majority
Tendency of Ernest Mandel were less
virulent than the SWP in their attacks
on the Morenoite-Ied Brigade. at most
clucking their tongues at the FSLNordered repression. Thus the newspaper
of the French LCR, Rouge (24-30
August) •. felt constrained to condemn
the remarks of agrarian reform minister
Wheelock. who in announcing thle
deportations launched a diatribe against
"Trotskyism and all those who want to
accelerate the evolution of the regime in
Nicaragua," Of course. on the next page
the editors published a friendly interview ,with the same Wheelock. remarking.... favorably on his revolutionary
credentia,ls.
., As to the expUlsions themselves. the
LCR statement said only that "It is
rather unlikely. whatever may be the
political differences. that 60 foreigners
could pose a real problem for a
revolutionary leadership enjoying immense popular support." Supposedly.
then. if leftists did pose a real threat to
the Sandinista regime. the LCR would
begin foaming at the mouth like the
rabid SWP! By the next issue. Rouge
(31 August-6 September) could only
bring itself to complain that "the terms
in which the Nicaraguan government
decreed the expUlsion of 'foreign'
militants constitute a disturbing precedent." Finally. a resolution by the LCR
central committee (publishedinihe 7-13
September Rouge) screwed up its
courage to utter the' mildest of formal
protests. declaring that the expUlsions
themselves "constitute an unacceptable
precedent." Anyone counting on such
"militant solidarity" to, back him against
anti-communist repression had better
forget it.
But while Rouge was gradually
escalating its adjectives from "disturbing" to "unacceptable." its man in
Managua was taking a sharply different
tack. According to the SWP's Intercon-
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lim!ntal Press (24 September), a USec
delegation including LCR Latin American "expert" Jean-Pierre Beauvais (as
well as Hugo Blanco, Peter' Camejo.
Barry Sheppard and others) handed a,
statement to the Sandinistas hailing "the
revolutionary 'eadership of the FSLN"
and declaring: "All activities which
create divisions between the mobilized
masses and the FSLN are contrary to
the interests of the revolution." Dotting
the i's and crossing the t's, it added:
"This was the case specifically with the
'ae;tiyities of the 'Simon Bolivar Brigade'." which it termed "sectarian." And
to top it off the USee. delegation
explicitly endorsed the expuision:

swindles and hi~ ultra-reformist pro- .
,ram in his home base. Argentina. will
shatter this. fa~de. And. indeed. the
SWP is busily dredging up some ofthis
material. filling the pages of Int~,,'onli
nefllal Press with endless scandal stories
about the disreputable adventurer
Nahuel Moreno. No doubt Barnes and
Mandel are getting ready to expel the
troublemaker. But they are in rio
position to complain. For years they
have coexisted in the same International
(and in the case of the S W P. in the same
faction) with this notorious snake-oil
salesman. both after and .during -his
worst betrayals. They have dirty hands.

When they are' not eehoing the
Sandinista leaders' slanders that organizing workers around anti-capitalist
demands is a "provocation." the SWP/
USee charge that Moreno is an imposter
traveling under false passports. Accord-·
ing to the USee delegatioll statement.
'to capitalize on the 'prestige of the
.It is not reported whether Blancoe FSLN." the"~Srru.6n Bolivar Brigade
Camejo/Sheppard/ Beauvais et at re,i,' "cloaked itset~~<~ith the Sandinista
ceived thirtypieccs of silver. although
banner," Froniii'news accounts of the
August IS Managua demonstration. it
they clearly hope to cash in on their
does seem that many of the protesters
pcrfidy hy hecoming the authorized
cheerleaders for the fSl.N: Out the
thought they were supporting a wing of
roots of such treachery are political and
the FSLN (although this does not lessen
.go hack. more than a quarter of a
the significance pf several thousand
ccntury. to the refusal of M icheLPabk);-'- -workers d~fjl4n~trating against the
_!_l!cIJ Ji.~c[ctary of the fourth- Internagovernme'itt,~",}_pro-capitalist poliCies).
~i(?nal. to defend the Chinese Trotskyists 'But who ,4~-'~~~es an~ ~ansen ~hink
Jailed hy Mao. He called_ them "refugees
the! are ~1d,~J~.1,;rh.!lr Inter~uo~1
from ~ revolution" for refus:ng to bow, MNlcaragu,a $otidailtycampalgn IS
to the new bureaucratic rulers in Peking,' intended precisely to drape the uSee in
For I)ahlo it was part of his liyuidation- Sandinista red-and-black, jiJst as the
isi program that Icd to the destruction of SWP's Fair Play for Cuba Committee in
the Fourth International as the organthe early '60s tried to capitalize on the
popularity of Castroism. They just
i/cd world re~olutionary vanguard. In
the case ,of his epigones it is the
prefer to do it at long distance.
consequence of their Pahloist policies.
Besides, Moreno has a longbistory of
which lead all wings of the USec to chase
impersonating other tendencies, He got
IIher non-proleJarian. anti-Marxist
leaderships-from the Chinese Stalin- his start in Argentina by pretending to
ists to Portuguese army officers and be a left Peronist. In the late 19505 his
review Palabra Obrera described
now 1he Sandinista nationalists .. ~.
itself as an "organ of revolutionary
working-class Peronism" and carried on
Morenolle Chl"a"n. and
its
masthead the slogan "under the
Adventure,. .
discipline of General Peron and of the
So what about the Simon Bolivar Peronisl Supreme Council" (see "ArBrigade ,and its parent. Moreno's gentina: The Struggle Against PeronBolshevik Faction. Certainly in com- ism.... WV No. 24. 6 July 1973). When
parison with the groveling betrayals of Peronism was no longer the rage.
the SWp and the more shamefaced Moreno fused with a Castroite group
Mandelite majority of the USee. the and ran endless pictures ofChe Guevara
MorenQ outfit might seem a militant on the front pages of his papers~ After a
alternative. 'A look at Moreno's brief fling as a crypto-Maoist (hailing
chameleon-like political track record. the Red Guards). he settled down to a
his notoriety for underhanded financial more mundane existence as a social
. "In a political and economic situation
that required the greatest possible unity
in struggle, the FSLN was right to
demand that the non-Nicaraguan members of this group-which defined itself
above "II as. a military organizationleave the country."
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Open letter of Moreno's Colombian PST announcing formation of the Simon Bolivar
Brigade "under the miiitary
leadership of the Sandinlsta
National Liberation Front ... "
(EI Socialista, 22 June 1979)

democrat-and to this end fused with a
wing of the historic Argentine Socialist
Party, in order to capture its ballot slot.
Not one to quibble about small change,
Moreno promptly wrote a socialdemocratic program to correspond to
the new label (see Intercontinental
Press, 13 November 1972). Truly,
Moreno is, as we have often described
him, a political chameleon.
In a polemic against the Simon
Bolivar Brigade, the Colombian Mandelite PSR charges that the Morenoite
undertaking was simply an ,dv,enture:
"The brigade as such never entered
combat. It coltld not have done so
without adequate training and without
being prepared to accept the discipline
of the FSLN" (see Intercontinental
Press, 17 September 1979). It does
appear that for the most part Moreno's
brigade, despite its bombastic propaganda. sat out the fighting in Costa
Rica .. In fact. its U,S.-based supporters.
the Sandinistas for Socialism in Nicaragua, did not even leave ,for Managua
untilth~ day ajier Somoza's fall! So the
heroic, gun-in-hand guerrilla image the
Brigade leaders would like to assume
(Colombian PST "('omandante" Kernel
George reportedly showed up in battle
fatigues for a fund-raising rally in
Bogota) is certainly undeserved.
It is no~true, however, that the Simon
Bolivar Brigade was unprepared to
"accept the discipline of the FSLN.~·
Moreno's idea of "discipline" is probably not to the liking of the Sandinistas
(or the USee leaders), but the Brigade'
was definitely built\.on the' basis Qf
subordination to the FSLN. That makes
its present situation all the more ironic:
The "Open Letter" by the Morenoite
Colombian PST to form the Brigade
carted for volunteers to go to Nicaragua
to fight "under the military leadership"
of the Sandinista Front; and it flaunted
",letters from FSLN leaders Eden Pastora
("Comandant': Zero") and Plutarco
Hernandez sanchez saying its members
were "acting under the leadership of the
General Staff" (see illustration). (The
real content of the "military" posing, of
course, has to be take'nin light of the
lack of combat activity by these Johnqycome-lately guerrillas.)
.
Politically, the Morenoites called for
"a Sandinista government"-although
for form's sake they tacked on that it
should arise from supposed "organs of
people's power" and be based on a
program of "breaking with the bourgeoisie and imperialism" (EI SoC'ia/isla.
22 June), Such pious wishes aside, they

got their Sandinista government andg'!,ess what-they get expelled from the
country! That's what· often happens
when you tail after ~onapartists. So the
Simon Bolivar Brigade managecJ, t(i
acquire a militant image in spite of itself;
As for its detractors in the Colombia~
PSR, they note that sending off t~
Brigade was essentially a' giminic~
rather than a real act of proletarian
internationalism. That is true-genu,ine
Trotskyists, had they the resources-,
would seek to build a communist
nucleus among the urb"n workef$
rather than tagging along after Comandante Zero on the Southern Front. But
what the PSR counterposeS is not the
struggle for an independent Trotskyist
leadership in Nicaragua but inoffensive
"solidarity" demonstrations in Bogota.
The difference between Morenoites anet
Mandelites is the difference between
advcnturers and cheerleaders. between
con menand PR men.
The PS R polemic ended by touchinl
on "the most sensitive point of all. the
finances of the Simon Bolivar Brigade."
Many people "have begun to have
doubts about where the funds gathered
by the PST are going." they report. And
money ;s always the most sensitive point
with Moreno. For thoiewho know his
past,' the involuntary response' upOn
·Iearning that Colo~biain. Morenoites
were organizing an "international ~ri';'
gade" for Niearagua was to Say:"N~r
aguans, Colombians-keep your hands
on your wallets!" But it hardly behooves
the US~ to raise this charge now. The
Argentine Politic:a. Obrera group has
been c~mp!ainin~.Jor·,years t.hattd~~
no's Editorial Pffima took se,OOOcopa
of Trotsky works on contract'froll)
them, deliberately held off payi~· (or
them for months until, the Maial916
Videla eoup, anehhen, pleadini'Povor:
ty, refused to pay.
. .
Moreno's financial.skuldu.'Yl.iI
legendary in the Latin American left.
The most sensationalist case co~
allegations that' he failed todcliVir
promised funds' to HUIO Bl~"s
guerri'la operation in Peru in.l96i;:a~
his role in the diSappearance of .~~
eral thousands of dollars taken in '.
bank expropriation by the TIlp.c
Amaru group and destined for BlanCo
(for a detailed account of ihis affair. icC
Richard Gott. Guerrilla Mo~me,,;l'Iit
Lalin America [1972]). In a rev~w;'of
Robert Alexander's grotesquely i~.
rate book Trotskyism in Latin Am«"It,.
Joseph Hansen noted in 1971 'hat
Moreno had never answered these
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charges. 'But in view of the scandalous
nature'of the charges. it is notable that
Hansen evidently never bothered to get
an explanatioq from Mpreno during the
six years thalthey were to-leaders of the
USec minority.
Moreno stands before the workers
movement convicted many times over of
political charlatanism and breaches of
proletarian morality. Yet:his operation
is such that he frequently puts on a cover
of programmatic militancy for purely
factional purposes. On several occasions this has led the Morenoites to
adopt positions imitating (oF borrowed
from?) the authentic Trotskyism of the
international Spartacist tendency. Thus'
in polemicizing against an article on
Eurocom9'~nism and' Soviet "dissi-'
dents" ~ Morenoite EJigenio Greco,
SWP hack Gerry Foley noted that the
"award for originality" in raisinl these
J1ositions belonged to "sectarians" such
as the iSt (/nter('ontinental Pre,~.'i. 5
l)ecember 1977). And indeed. the'Greco.
article (Revi.fla f/eAmerica. Augu~~
1977) does bear a notable resemblante
to our own writings on the subjebt
(except that. funny thinl. the Morenoites ldentifY Stalinism with dependence
on Moscow laid).
In particular. in founding the Bolshevik Tendency after his break with the.
SWP in late 1975-early 1976. Moreno'
adopted positions
Portugal and,
Angola strikingly similar to those of the
Spartacist tendency. On Port up I he
denounced the SWP's aaHinl after the
CIA-funded Socialist Party of Mario
Soares.as well as.the Mandelite IMrs
political support to ahe Stalinist/ Armed
, f"orces Movement bloc. On Abgola he
called for military support to the M PlA
against the South African/CIA invasion
while formally opposing political'support to any of the three competinl
'nationalist Iroups. The principal characteristic of these 'formally orthodox \
positions is that they are far from home
and they are utterly arbitrary, not
derived frolll a coherent proarammatic
worldview. Thus. while Moreno condemns the
SWP's shameless support for the Portuguese SP. in Argentina he fused with
Juan Carlos Coral's rump social democrats in 1971. While criticizing Manders
qpitulation to the Eurocommunists. his
Venezuelan supporters, are now deeply
embedded in the "Euroc;ommunist"
MAS., While criticizing the IMrs
support fQr the demagogic Carvalho
and the Portuguese MFA. Moreno's
Colombian PST called for "support to
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the nationalist policies of Torrijos" in
Panama. calling this demagogic military
officer (friend of both Castro and
Chase Manhattan Bank) "progressive"
in his "confrontation with imperialism"
(see ··U.S. Out of Panama Now'" WV
No. 20~. 28 April 1978).
Feigninl orthodoxy when it is
"cheap"-in distant climes and when it,
suits his unprincipled maneuvers-close
to home where it counts. Moreno's
opportunism exceeds that of any other
wing of the USec. Trenchantly criticizing Bolivian POR leader Guillermo
lora for joining an "anti-imperialist
front" with General Torres in Bolivia in
1971 (InternationQI $oCiQ/isl Revi,'w.

February 1973). two years later Moreno,
himseif joined a popular-front Group of
8 together with the Argentine CP and
the leading bourgeois patties in pledlin, '
support to the bonapartist government
of Juan Peron (sec "PST Caupt
Redhanded." WVNo. 49.19July 1974).
Today when the Sandinistasare international celebrities. Moreno is a suni-ho
suerrillaist;but when the Castroite
PRT/ERP (then affiliated to the uSee)
was st,irring things up in Argentina with
its kidnappings and attacks on the army,'
Moreno's PST equated "the guerrillas
and their mirror image-the terrorisll;
of the AAA. and other organizations of
the ultraright" (Inte,,·onlinenl.fl/ Pr,ss.
28 OctoAArI9Z4). ,',
'""";;:~.,
Nahuel Moreno's record is that ofil
hucks~er who bas' put on the garb qf,
virtually every popular trend in t~
Ultin American',left-Peronism. Ca$troism, Maoism. and now Sandinoisnt
His "Ieft~ positions 'on internadonijl
topics bear no relation; whatever to hi.$
rightist positions -at home. The ,onlY
reason he appears militant over Nicar.
guatoday,il-that-he was caugh~ out',Jh
the middle o( a maneuver with, the
FSlN-and that while he is, uptd'his
old tric~. P.th'e'~st of the usec'h~~
moveddnd,~tlY' to th~right~ lJntih¥
FSlN {foo~po~er in Managti"""i~~
Moren&\i~'t'iWfor

a Sandinistli\g~v

ermllent was~ formally to the righton~e
other tendencies of the' USec:"whiCh
raised various criticisms of the FSlN
ties to the opposition bourgeoisie. But
as soon as Mandel and Barnes smelled a
chance to hook up to a popular cause.
they leapt right over Moreno Ilnd left
him holding the bag in the unaccustomed ,role of the far left wing.
Finallx. it should be noted that in
choosing the name Simon Bolivar
Brigade Moreno chose a singularly
appropriate sobriquet. Perhaps it was
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intended to imitate the Abraham LindQ.zens of them. repeat¢dly abandoning
coln Brigade in the Spanish Civil War- . his troops in ,moments ofadvenity. His
although Bolivar. himself from a slavespecialty. wrote-Karl Marx in an article
holding landowner family. would I),e',
on Bolivar. was "triumphal entrances.
more appropriately compared to
manifestos and the proclamation of
George Washington. But militarily' the
constitutions." He'was. said Marx in a
great hero of the wars of indepe,nd~nc5!.,.
letter to Engels. "the most cowardly.
was a disaster in every way: he lost
brutal and miserable scum." So too
virtually every battle he fought.~(eralJy
Nahuel Moreno.•

~"OCI/

Moreno:
Nicaragua
Makes
Strange
Bedfellows"
-Workers Vanguard,
No. 242, 26 October 1979

As even.. i... · Nicaragua send the
i.e .• to dissolve their organizations. Join
United Sa:mariat carousel madly
the FSLN. shut up and take orders from
whirl ins. the uSee has spun off an
the Sandinista leaders.
unexpec;ted liaison. Suddenly the
In response to this treachery. Moreno French Orpiaisalion Communiste Insubmitted a countermotion condemnteroalianalisle (OCI,) of Pierre Lambert
ing the USec's scandalous refusal to
is making common cause with Nahuel
express even elementary solidarity with
Moreno's Bolshevik Faction (BF). Only
its own "comrades" in the face of
yesterday. it would have seemed to
repression by the bourgeois Nicaraguan
casual observer's that Lambertists and
government. This Bolshevik Faction
M orenoites stood, at opposite ends of
resolution "REJECT[S] these measthe pseudo-Jrotskyist spectrum. and
ures. which break all rules of democratnever the twain would meet. The BF
ic centralism." and calls on militants to
these days lays claim to the USec's lef~
"prevent the holding of an antinank, While the OCI represents the , democratic world congress." The threat
closest thing to a chemically pure socia 1to split before the USec's "11th, World
democratic parody of Trotskyism. Yet , Congress," scheduled for early Novemtoday they unite to, praise the Simon
ber, was clear. In addition to MoreBolivar Brigade (BS8). recently exno's OF. members of the Leninistpelled from Nicaragua by the victorious
Trotskyist Tendency (LTf) voted' for
Sanifinista National Liberation Front
this motion. (The LIT is a grouping Qf
(FSLN). and to denounce the "reconstiformer supporters of the Leninisttuted" (but none too stable) USec
Trotskyist Faction-led by the Ameri-,
majority led by Ernest Mandel and Jack
can Socialist Workers Party-who after
Barnes. Today. but not tomorrow; for
the SWP's dissolution of the LTF in
this most putrid Of rotten blocs is likely
,1977 wanted to continue'the factional
to have the lifespan of a mosquito.
struggle against the USec maj9rity
At a stormy m.?eting of the United
under Mandel, and have since political·
Secretariat over the weekend of Septemly aligned themselves [{ro.fSO modo with
ber 30 the USee adopted a series of
the Lambertists.)
motions which add up to total liquidaImmediately after the explosion in
tion of an independent, presence and
Brussels. representatives of the LIT and ,
political line in Nicaragua. in favor of
the BF held a private meeting with the
complete subordination to the petty-, ,leadership of theOCI. which then
bourgeois Sandinista Front. The
provocatively published this fact in its
Morenoite-ted Bolivar Brigade was
public newsletter ( IRttre d'lnformations
unequivocally condemned and the BF
()uvr;ere,f., 10 October) along with
ordered to cease operating as a "public
various USec internal documents
faction," on pain of expulsion. A
("from a. dossier given us by Comrade
lengthy political resolution. "NicaraMoreno"). The newsletter politically
gua: Revolution on the March." fulmiendorses the Simon Bolivar Brigade and
nates against a "headlong plunge into
the BF as attempting to "aid the masses
ultraleftism" and' "adventuristically
in developing their own organizations."
forcing the rhythm of the class struggle."
while the 6 October issue of the OCl's
while labeling calls to break with the
new~paper Informations Ouvriires anbourgeoisie a "sectarian temptation of
nounces that refusal to defend the OSO's
applying an abstract schema" (lnterC'onright to stay in Nicaragua would be
tim'n/al Press. 22 October). It ends by
joining "the liquidators of the Fourth
calling on all USec supporters to act "as
International" (in the previous month
loyal militants of the organization
and a half the weekly 10 had nothing to
which led the overthrow of Somoza"say on the subject). So the bloc is sealed.

} ~
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at least for the purposes of a Joint
wrecking operation against the SWP
and Mandel, while the ocrs previous
attempts to join the United Secretariat
have apparentry been shelved for now.
I.ambert was angling to blow apart the
USec, and now that a split is clearly in
the offing, he has simply placed his
money and picked his horse.

left or Right on Nicaragua?
In the 'face of the SWP's outrageous
support forSandinista Front repression
against the workers and its alliance with
the "anti-Somoza bourgeoisie" in a
capitalist government. and in contrast
to the Mandelitl,!S' more shamefaced and~
whimpering capitUlation, it's very cheap
_ for the Morenoite/·Lainbertist bloc to
look left on Nicaragua. Thus the OCI
wrote of t"e new FSLN-appointef,1
regfme:
"This bourgeois government, installed
solely due to the conciliationist spirit of
the Sandinista leaders ....has received,
for the accomplishment of its counterrevolutionary tasks, the _suPP~Jrt
of imperialism and the Kremlin
bureaucracy ...."
-In/ormations Ouvrieres, 8-23
August
Similarly, the Costa Rican Organizacion Socialista de los Trabajadpres
(OST), a USec sympathizing section
which is linked with the LTf and
directly tied to the French OCI, wrote in
its newspaper Que Hacer? (26 June-II
July) shortly before the fall of Somoza
that the opposition by the- FSLN's
provisional government to immediate
elections "clearly demonstrates its intentions of safeguarding the interests
of the national bourgeoisie and imperialism ... " (translated in Inter(,ontinental
Pre.u, I October). In turn, the Colombian Morenoites of the Partido Socialista

of Castro is very clear: pay up'"
-EI Sociali.tla, 7 September
These are very left-sounding critiques
of t~e -currently popular Sandinista
regime. But the real policies of the BF I
OS B and the OCII LTT are considerably
to the right of their present posture, and
moreover mutually sharply counterposed. In fact, before the FSLN took
power on July 20 there was no basis
whatever for Morendites to unite with
Lambertistsin or over Nicaragua. As we
have explained preyiously ("Revolution
in Nicaragua and the Left," WV No.
240, 2H September). the Morenoites'
present hostility to. the FSLN is the
pique of rejected suitors. Over the Jast /
year they have repeatedly called for a
Sandinista gdvernment, later dressed up
as "a government ofthe Front and of the
workers and people's organizations" (£1
S()ciali.tta, 15 June) and similar formu:
las. But the FSLN, under the pressure of
imperialism and "friendly" Latin AmerI ican capitalist governments, alJd at the
behest of Castro. preferre<i the co~pany
of industrialistS and technocrats.
I As for the Morenoite policies in the
. Simon Bolivar Brigade, they were even
more opportunist (while also' aggres- '
sively pressuring the FSLN tops, soon
leading to their downfall). Sending an
international brigade is a sometimes
necessary and valiant tacticJor communists in civil war situations;' the participation of several dozen European
rrotskyists in thePOUM's Lenin
Brigade during the Spanish Civil War,
for instance. was principled and admirable. But since one can't expect to
operate independently' of an existing
military leadership, it is essential to
establish and defen(J the proletarian
characte( of such a' unit. The Bolivar
Brigade was a parody of these principles. Its very na.JTIe denies a workingclass character, and the Morenoite
"Open L~tter" calling for its establishment says flatly, 'it he only programmat:ic point of the Simon Bolivar Brigade is
- to support the-struggle of the Sandinista
people ... " (I::I SocialNta, 22 June). In
addition to the Morenoites' usual
financial shady dealings-the Colombian PST, which organized the Brigade,
raised money by selling bogus Sandino
Bonds-they appealed to the Colombian government to "legally recogmze the
Simon Bolivar Brigade, guaranteeing its
papers, tiansportation and ,financing."
But if Moreno & Co. tried to
capitalize on e~thusiasm for the
_ Sandinista-Ied revolution against the
_hated tyrant Somola, and their gimI

"Buy Sandino Bonds"

de los Trabajador~s (PST) write that
I.atin American governments: .
", .. bought 'life insurance' for capitalism in Nicaragua with their intervention
and support for the FSLN .... To sum
up, the 'democratic' bourgeoisies have
sent the bill to the FSLN; and the advice
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opportunist practice in Latin America
mick simply blew up in their faces. at
(political support to Per6n. Torrijos.
least they stood to the le.linf the pettyetc.). Out what of its new blQC partners
bourgeois nationalist FSLN. In conof the Leninist-Trotskyist Tendency
trast. the Costa Riean OST-and by
(and its mentors in the OCI)'! In
extension its cu-thinkers ufthe LeninistTrotskyist. Tendency-denounced the
oppos~ng the dissolution of the LTF in
1977 the future LTTers put forward a
Sa"clini.~tcl ""'ont a.~ crimina/~1' adven. ILIri.vt and ult;a-Ie./iist! Their chief
I~'ce of left-wing militancy: where the
spokesman on Nicaragua is one Fausto
SWP called the Mandelite majority
Amador (brother of assassinated FSLN
ultraleftist. they said centrist: where
founder Carlos Fonseca AmadoI'). who
.Jack Darnes said the faction was formed
quit the Front some years ago as a
to fight guerrillaism alone. they said it
demoraliled element. In a· pamphlet
Was also to fight popular frontism at
entitled AcMnde \'0 Nicaragua (Where Is
h6me. Out by the time it came to
Nicaragua Going'!). published in Februformulating a "Call for the ·formation
ary by the 05T. Fausto Amador and
of an International Tendenc~" ( [SWP]
Sara Santiago presented an analysis '/Illernationa/ Internal Discussiun Bulthat was not only 100 percent wrong-it
I('tin. December L97H). the future LTT
amounted to defeatist Propaganda. in
stood on the whole of "programmatic
effect calling on the Nicaraguan masse~
a,nd political a~quisitions" of the LTf.
and in particular "the texts of the U'f
to lay down their arms when the
showdown with the dictator was almost
on the Portuguese revolution and on
Angola."
underway:
"'n I"{icara,ua, the second offensive was
rapidly beang converted into a myth
"- which no one believed any more ....
There will I)ot .be a second offensive.
That is obvious for everyone. at least in
the immediate future ... , The lack of a
second offensive would reveal the
September.£1978] action as an ill-fated
adventure."

Pie'rre Lambert

WV Photo

This statern,ent definitively branded
the Leninist-Trotskyist Tendency as a
reformist formation. and ignominious
capitulators besides. For what di9 the
tTF stand for in Portugal and Angola'!
At the height of the 1975 polarization in
Portugal. when Lisbon workers were
taking over factories. tile LTF called for
The t OST/ LTf's "alternative"a purely "democratic" program of
peaceful demons'rations for democratic
defense of the constituent assembly (at
rights-was cretinist legalism in a
the time the battle cry of the right). As
country suffering ~nder a bonapartist
the Socialist Party of Mario Soares was
dictatorship (and. moreover. in' the
leading a mass anti-Communist mobilithroes of a popularly supportedinsur~'
zation which was burning ~own CP
gency). As we noted when the American
offices. the SWP proclaimed that the
SWP printed a similar piece by Amador
. and Santiago last June: "To present this "real vanguard of the Portuguese
working class ... participated in·the SP
social-democratic cowardice and demorali7ation as having anything to do demonstrations" (Mililant. 8 August
1975). And the OCI calIed for a "Soares
with Marxism is just about the worst
Government" (Informations Ouvrieres.
thing the SWP/USec could do to
, besmirch the name of Trotskyism before
2.' July-6 August 1975). Moreno broke
the Central American masses" (WVNo.
from the SWP and split the LTF
234. 22 J\Jne). As for th~ OCI. its
precisely over this issue. while the future
opposition to the new FSLN regime is
I.TTers were at first even harder in
based purely and simply on Stalino- condemning the SWP's tailing after
phobia-denouncing "the sudden resur- Soares (only to capitulate a few weeks
rection of the moribund Nicaraguan
later and vote for the lTFs "Key Issues
Socialist Party (national branch office
in the Portuguese' Revolution"
resolution).
of the Kremlin)" and "the excessive
weig~t of its members. vis-a-vis the
For principled Marxists differences
Sandinistas in the government" (10." Hof the magnitude that divided the
2.' August).
M orenoites and lambertists over Portugal would make unity impossihle: like
Portugal, Angola, Cuba ...
the SWP and Mandel. they would have
We have dealt elsewhere with the
been facing each other on opposite sides
stark contradiction between the abstract
of the barricades ill Lisbon. The same on
"leftism" of Moreno's Oolshevik FacAngola. where at the Height of the
tion on Eurocommunism. the dictatorfighting between the South African-led.
ship of the proletariat or popular
CIA-financed imperialist drive on Lufrontism in far-off Europe and his ultra:anda. the SWP/lTF refused to take
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sides for the military victory of the
Soviet-backed M PLA. (Later they tried
to disguise this vile betrayal by some
heavy-handed "editing" of a January
1976 SWP national' committee statement.) Moreno denounced this in the
most violent terms. publishing a whole I
book on the subject (Angola: La
rel'oludun ne1{ra en maT('ha [1917])
where he said that. "the best way to aid
Vorster and Yankee imperialism was to
say what the SWP said .... " So how
does Moreno feel about uniting today
with people who consider the SWP/
LT ...·s stand "historic"'!
And Cuba'! On Cuba. the UT
supports, "the general line of D. Keil's
cnntributions." while three leaders of
the Costa Rican OST (Andres. Rodrigo
. and Sara) signed together with Keil a
document labeling the Castro regime a
"hureaucratized, workers state" ("For a
Ch&Jngc in the "'ourth International's'
Position on Cuba." [SWP) IIDB.
Decem~er 1978). Again, at first glance
this might seem a move to the left from
the USec's political support to the
"unconscious Trotskyist" Fidel (now
taken to new lengths by the S WP's latest
panegyr~cs to Castro, the champion of
peace an4, friend of the. world's children). But as we pointed out in., our
article. "For Workers Political Revolution in Cuba!"( WVNo. 224,2 February
1979). Keil et al. were attacking the
SWP ",ro", the right. arguing in effect
for a . consistently so«"ial-demoaat;(·
position of opposing all Stillinist regi'mes." We summed up: "Add up the
SWP/LTF positions on China, Vietnam. Portu1{a/ and Angola and throw in
a deformed workers state position on
Cuba and what do you get'! Aneshedout program of Stalinophobia." The
I.TT/OST's openly c'oUnlefrel'o/ut;ontlr... positions on Nicaragua, calling the
Sandinistas' victorious "second offensive an "adventure" ere a vivid confirmation of our earlier conclusion.

••• And the Strange Ca.. of
Fausto Amador
These questions-the most basic
issues of revolutionary perspective in
key recent events-arc but the small
change in the horse-tradi'ng combinations and recombinations of USec
factional struggles, There is a basis of
sort/i for the Morenoite/J-ambertist
bloc: both are deeply' reformist while
appearing left today on Nicaragua.
Resides there is the attractive bait that
the OCI recently broke with M_oreno·s·
long-standing, opponents in the Argen-'

tine Politica Ohrera group (enemy or my ,
enemy makes you my friend. etc.). But
there are a few sticky points. 'even for
these consummate opportunists. And i
one of these is the case of Fausto
Amador. already introduced to our
readers.
"'or .... Amador did not simply break
from the "'Sl.N. He was interviewed on
Somoza's television and spoke to
SomOla's press, where he urged other
members of the guerrilla organi7.ation to
.lay down their arms in return for
promises of amnesty by the bloodsoaked dynastic dictatorship. "'or this'
the "'Sl.N leaders rightly considered him a . traitor. Later. as a Nicaraguan.
cultural attache in 8russels-i.e .• an
employee of Somoza-he was reportedIy .. won to the USec's perversion of
Trotskyism. Naturally ihis caused a
certain commotion in Central America.
where the case was wetl-known. Moreno
picked this. up and was the first to mak'1
it an issue in the USec. At a December
1977 meeting of the centrai committee
of the Colombian PST. 80lshevik
~action leader Eugenio Greco
complained:
"Do you know the name they give an
Europe to what Fausto Amador did. It
was called collaborationism ... , If a very
probable combination of circumstances
occurs: that· Somoza falls; that t,/le
Frente Sandinista emerges as a movement of gteal prestige because of its
antidictatorial s~ruggle.... the Frente
Sandinista might say: I would like the
Fourth International 10 explain why
Fausto . Amador Arrieta is in its
ranks ... and, Jentlemen. at that mOment TrotskYIsm will be finished in
Central An'I'eriat."
-{SWP] IIDB. April 1978·

so

And
it came to pass. But tOday the
notorious Fausto Amador. a leader of
the Costa Rican OST. is defended by the
LTT alit/ ;U Ilt'''' J!.";e... uf Moreno & Co. '
The 8F countermotion .at the September JQ USee meeting explicitly defends
Amador agai~st tiis accusers. "a pettybourge'ois leadership roreign to the
Trotskyist movement." Attacks on the
personal integrity of ~Iiticalleaders are
the bane of the Latm American left.
where most splits focus on accusations
of stolen mOQcy or cowafdice and
betrayal. In the case of Fausto Amador
the charges are essentially proven by hUi
own admission; and yet he remains a
recogniled leader of. the uSee. what is
destroyed by this fact is notTrotskyism.
ho\ti.ever. but the revolutiona'ry pretensions of these renegades from Marxism
for whom "'austo Amador's hands are
only a little dirtier thall all the rest .•
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II.
Moreno in Argentin,a, I:
From Left Peronism to Social Democracy
The Moreno Group and·,
·Left·... P.ronlsm

excerpted from:

"Argent.-na-. .
The Struggle
Against
.Peronism"
_

-Workers Vanguard;-

No. 24, 6 July 1973

eventually decided to "save the activi.st
unity" by calling for a "vote for the
gorila Frondizi" (Avanzada Socialista,
The largest ,r 0 U P in Argentina
9 May 1973). During this same period
clailn1ng to support Trotskyism is the
the Moreno group was particularly
Partido Socialista de los Trabajadores
associated with agroupofleft-Peronist
(PST) led by Nahuel Moreno. Moreno's , 'leaders of the "62 organizations" (the
tendency bas existed since the late
most prominent being Loholaberry) who
1940's, and at least since 1952 has
had won influence during the reSistance
follOwing the' 1955 coup. A few years
exhibited the fundamental characteristics of Pabloism in a classic form.
later the same Loholaberry was directPablo abandoned the struggle for the
ly collaborating with the brutal anticreation of independent Trotskyist parlabor Onganla dictatorShip.
ties: in the early 1950's he concocted
After 1964, when Palabra Obrera
, the objectivist theory that· Stalinism
fused ~th the Castroite FRIP group,.
would be "forced" to ~ake revolutionary
Moreno switched allegiaQces and took
measures and t h us revolutionaries
on guerillaist feathers (sei~'Guevarism .
should bury themselves in the dominant
vs.· Social Democracy in the USee,"
workers parties. In LatinAmerica this
WV No.. 23, 22'Jun.e:1;:1973).' Whil~
revisionism was carried to a "higher"
achieving som~ influence as a result of
level when Pablo ordered tbe Bolivian
mas~ w.ork With Tucum4n sugar workPOR into the petty-bourgeois nationers, again in alliance' .m.th the "peronalist MNR, which was in no way a
istas
combativos" of .the ;FOTIA leadworkers party.
.
ership, the Moreno gr:oup did not itse.,
In Argentina the Moreno group had undertake guerilla wa.rfa~e. Wh~n some
of the members beg~ pushing to imopposed Pez:onism until 1952 but then
plement the program, Moreno split.
rejected this position as "sectarian."
After that "'ke considered oursel~es a
The trade ... Union work of the Moreno
'de facto'party of the anti-Yankee
group has had a consistent syndicalist
front of Peronism" (quote of an "apolocharacter, refusing to politicize the
gist for Moreno" in Workers Press,
spontaneous struggles of the class. In
1'4 April 1972). According to the same the Ilenera! strikes of late 1970 it
source,. "our ~nnovation was that for
called for an unIltn1ted general strike
the first time a Marxist group entered for an immediate p~y increase•. end
a bo1!rgeois party." Immersion in this to the state of slec. and recognition
bourgeois party lasted for the next of all political parUes. and for the
twelve years!
formation of factory assemblies to lead
the strike (La Yerdad~ 10 November
After the "Liberating Revolution" oi 1970). It did riot call for a workers
1955 Moreno formed the Movimierttode government nor did it advocat~. ,the
Agrupaciones Obreras (MAO-Moveformation of a'. national. ;;;strike comment of Workers Groupings) and put
mittee to lead the Jttobn~tion. Simiout the magazine Palabra Obrera, which larly, the 'PST (then PlM}call for a
referred to itself as the "organ of
workers' slate in the last~,ct1ons did
revolutionary workefos' Peronism" isnot raise any programmaftc, C.-iter1&!
sued "under the diSCipline of General Its appeals were directe'd: tei '~loC'auy
Per6n and the Peronist Supreme Counprominent blilitants connected ,with the
cil"!
CPt l'eft-Peronis~ or syndtcalisls. and
the main demand w~ .10': a slate with
80 percent, workers with a,n unspecWed
In the 1958 elections Palabra
·workers' program."
Obrera, wJlile initially oppOSing a vote
for .. the bourgeois Radical Frondizi.
Since the March elections, the fail ..
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intere&ts would be given critical supure to present a clear alternative to the
port. -Without confusing the banners,
Peronists has become actively dangerDr. Climpora can count on our proleous. In late May the P::;T attended a
tarian solidarityw (Aooruada Socialiata,
meeting with Climpora which, according
30 May-6 June 1973). C4mpora-PerOn
to the PST itself, wwas a great mee~
begin gearing up for a crackdown on
of the parties and organizations of the
the wTrotskyists- and PST leader Juan
Argentine bosses to give their support
to C1mpora's proposals. w The PST's , Carlos Coral promises the PST's critical support for the positive measures
position was that all the government's
of the C4mpora government! ...
acts which develop toward the workers'

The "Trotskyls.ts· II: The PST
and the Soclal-Democ:ratlc Swamp

excerpte~ from:

"Guevarism
vs.
Social
Democracy
in the USee"
-Workers Vanguard,
No. 23, 22 June 1973

Thus the WTrotskyist- Cas t r 0 it e W
theories of the PRT/ERP guerillalsts
bave nothing in common with autbentic
Trotskyism. In the USec faction fight,
tbe opposition to the PRT radical terrorl8ts and theil" European USec supporters is led by the reformist U.s.
S\vP, which is bacldng the Argentine
PST of Nahuel Moreno, pseudo-Trotskyist cafe revolutionary std generis,
and untU 1969 the leading spokesman of
tbe USee in Latin America. Although
the S\VP-Moreno wing now seeks to
pose as principled defenders of orthodox Trotskyism against Castroite guerillalsm, the basis of their opposition
to the Mandel-Frank-Maitan tendency
epitomized by the PRT/ERP is from
the right, proceeding from an appetite for direct reformist collaboratton
witb their own bourgeoisies.
This can be illustrated by 'examining
Moreno's own history and his current
positiona on Arlentlna. In 1&61 Moreno
wrote:
WOf courae, lUe baa brcupt out tbe

caa-, omlaalona and .rrora of tile pro-

pam of Perman.llt Revolution •••• Tbe
onl, tb. worJdnc clue can
accompllilb the democratiC tub 11
falae. Sectors of tbeUl'baDmiddleclua
_ tbe peuanlry are, on oeo. . . . tbe
r e vol uti on ary leadership•••. History ••• has rejected the theory that the
proletariat, in the backward countries,
is tbe revolutionary leadersbip •••• Mao
Tse-amgt8m, .or 'the theory of 'prilla
war, i8 the particular renectlon in the
field of theory of tbe actual stage of
world revolution•••• [It i8 n.cessary
to] .yntbesize the- correct general theory and program (Trotskyist) with tbe
correct particular theory and program
(Mao Tse-tunctst or Ca&troist) •••• [Tb.
stata] conserves relative autonomy and
can maneuver between distinct social
c I a s 8 e s •••• There are revolutionary
democratic dlctatorabipa (baaed OD the

.docma that

Moreno's press in the '50s:
Palabra Obrera, "Organ ,of
Revolutionary Workers
Peron ism-Under the
Discipline of Gen. Peron and
the Peronist High Council"

peasantry, th. people and theproletarlat)~

-N. Moreno, La reuolucic1n
laHrIOGmmcaRa,1981

This is Simply an earlier incarnation of the ideology of the PRT/ERP: the
revolutionary role of the peasantry, the
bankruptcy of tbe program of permanent revolUtion, the theory of new
democracy-it IS all there, perhaps
even a bit more crudely worded. It
was on the basiS. of these th89ries that
the Moreno group, which until then had
been ,deeply buried in tbe Peron1st
movement-issuing Its magazine Palalwa Olwera Wunder the discipline of,
General Per6n and 01 the Peronist
SUpreme CommandW-tusedwith a
petty-bourgeois Castroite group (the
FRlP), which bad been active among
Tucuman sugar workers, in 1964 to
form the PRT, official section of the
-United Seere~1at of the ~ourtb'
~ternat1onaJ.. W
During the period 1964-68 the PRT
continued to follow these guerillaiat
poliCies, and without a single word of
protest from USee leaders. It would
doubtle'8s st1ll be doing so today if
some of the well-meaning but naive
m1l1tants of the PRT bad not decided
to put Moreno's words into practice,
calling for the transit10n to armed
struggle in the north. For a time
Moreno went along with the drift, going
so far as to announce that Wtoday OLAS
[Castro's gu e rill a wInternational W
],
witb its national combat organizations
for armed struggle, Is tbe only organizational vehicle for power w (N.,
Moreno, wLa revoluci6n latinoamericana, Argentina y nuestras tareas, W
Estrategia No.7, September 1968)!
But -armed struggle" has a way of
becoming dangerous, 80 when it was
clear that a sizeable portion of the PRT
was actually headed toward the forIllAtion of a wguerilla army, W Moreno
spUt the party (1968). Until late 1971
the Moreno group retained the name ql
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the PRT and of its newspaper (La
vtrdad), whUe the guerUlaists led by
Carlos Ramirez became mown by ~e
title of their organ (Combatiente). However, having already exhausted tbe
pollcies of deep immersion In Peroniam and CaatroiJlm, Moreno, sensing.possib1llty 01. participating In the elections as a respectable left party (all
commUDiat parties are banned in'Argentina, and bave been both under
PerOn and tbe milltary), began sn1ff1nl
around for a new swamp in wh1.ch to
bury the PRT (Verdad)'. Tbia was
promptly found In tbe shape of a
of the old Partido Soc1aU8ta Argentlno
(PSA-Argentlne SociaUat' Party, affiliated With tbe Second International)
led by Juan Carloa Coral. The formalities of a common program were tidily
dealt witb in tbe form of 8Baaia 01
Unification 8 which has been descrlbed
by Joseph Hansen andbia co-thinkers
as 8consisting essentially of a summary
of Trotskyist positions based on the
theory of permanent revolution- (Argentina CJ1Id Bolitlia-TIu! Balance Sheet,
1973)..

Win,

Let us see what the permanent revolution sounds like In the mouths of
these social democrats. In the first
place, it seems that the party must
·tirelessly struggle to bring about a
workers and people's government that
w11l assure national liberation and tbe
revolutionary construction of socialism. - This 1s simple enough: if Trotskyism calls for a workers government
to achieve SOcialism, and Stalinism
calls for a people's goverJ1ment to
achieve hational liberation-then Just
combine the two for the best of all
possible worlds! Sixty years of struggle between Stalinism and Trotskyism,
the m u r d e r of tens of thousands of
'Left OppoSitiOniSts, the strangling of
the Chinese, German, French, SpaiUsh
.and Vietnamese revolutions-tbese are
but mere trtlles when respectability
.can be achi e-vec1 through painless fuSion
w:lth social democracy!
.
And what aboUt internationalism?
What of the Fourth International, in
particular? It seems thilt -while recog..................................~UlIiiAI nlz1ng the need for an International,Nahuel Moren'o
the PSA Will' not -yield [its] inalienable
right to determine strategy and tactics
to any leadership or tendency that is
not rooted In the proletariat and tbe
Argentine people.· And what about the
program? As good reformists, the PSA
has two: the minimum and maximum
.programs, Which appear In one set of
-demands for immediate struggle" and
another set for -struggle on a permanent basis- (i.e... socialism). One of

the more interesting immediate demands is -for an end to the repressive
role of the armed forces and their
use in the service of capital•••• For
the constitutional right of soldiers CJ1Id
officers tc? take part in politics- [aur
emphasis]. The PSA envisions reformlng the. very essence of the capitalist
's tat e, thereby avoiding mentioning
touchy subjects like armed struggle,
workers militias, etc.
Moreno elsewhere referred to this
opportunist swamp as "95 percent Trotskyist. " Perhaps he can help us to
find the five percent. Is it in the "workers ani1 people's government"? In the
refusal to recognize the authority of
any International which Is "not rooted
in ••• the Argentine people "? Or perhaps it is the maximum-minimum program, a hallmark of reformism? Is it
the -end to the repressive role of the
armed forces· under capitalism? Or the
refusal to say one word about armed
struggle in a country Which bas been
in a pre-revolutionary Situation for
four years?
HaVing achieved the necessary respectable cover, the -revitalized- -95
percent Trotskyist" PSA (now renamed
the PST) proceeded to throw Its total
energies into tbe election' campaign.
At a time when even the PST characterized the situation as -pre-revolutionary, - this exclusively electoral approach can only be called classical
parliamentary cretinism. Moreover,
inste,ad .of running on its own program
the PST devised a new tactic, the "workers pole. - -Take advantage of our legal
status,· it declared, offering to put any
bona fide worker on its slate. Are you
left-Peronist, pro-CP, s y n die a lis t?
Never mind, we can all get together In
a single slate and, who mows, perhaps
one day we can all be part of one great
party of the whole class. the tind
Kautsky built, the social democracy•
. Unfortunately, this 1s Btil1 very
-small pob.toes- and it 8t1ll leaves the
mass of tile wo~ clau under the
eontrol of Peronlsm. Instead of ealllng
on the workers to break from Peroniam
(bow crude and sectar1an!), the PSA
offered to vote .for the ,llusUciallsta
candidates if the FREJUlJ -tteket was
made up of at least 80 percent workers.
inStead Of Just 25 percent (AvaPLrada
SoCia lis to. 22 November 1972): In response to PerOn's return last November, the PST newspaper's front page
banner beadline read: • Why is PerOn
Coming? Hopefully it will be to impose
fighting workers candidates and not to
make deals with the oligarchy" (Avanzolla Sociali$ta. ·8 N.ovember 1972)!
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To believe the words of Moreno and
his group, one could only conclude that

Trotskyism and the whole science of
Marxism simply amount to the method
of finding the highest bidder to sell out
to. In a country where Peronism, a
bourgeois movement, is dominant in the
working class, it is necessary to pose
a sharp class alternative to populism,
not offer to vote for it if 80 percent
of its candidates are labor bureaucrats!
To break the workers from Per6n,

revolutionary commUDiBts can propoa
a class united front, even to the trAl-,
torous leadership of the CGT; we CAD
demand the formation of a labor paI'tJ
With a class-struggle program; we can
demand general strikes to impo,leth.
urgent demands of the worker•• But a
working-class united front aga1n8t the
bourgeoisie can never be achieved by
making a bloc (open or secret, 1t makes
no diHerence) with the leading bourgeois politician, GeneralPer6n! ...

Build a Legal, Centrist, Bourgeois Party?
Eso es 10 que e"plica que, en 01 momenta ac:tual, SNIII05 el polo de
atrac:c:i6n de los grupos de Izquierda estudiantiles y de la vansuardia obrera.'
. ~LMido S~j~!!.m ~..t~~evolu~i6nJ~!~iQnaLnocs.,miLque Una C
en 1a~1'I)~~ic?11 del part~d~..£~ntrista_de izquier~~Jgal. nl!C!tr~~!1c:pl
~i~tlvo. LJOJftic.Q-9rga.ni~ivll.. CD et.actuaL.rnom~n.~ En esc sentldo debe!nos busc:ar una soluc:i6n. EI Partido Soc:ialisli de la Revoluc:i6n Nac:ional
debe transformarse en una c:orriente c:entrista de izquierda a c:orto plazo, 0
debemos busc:ar otro ac:uerdo 0 uni6n que c:ree esa organizac:i6n.
Esa organizac:i6n politic:a legal c:entrista de izquierda es progre5lva
fundamental mente por su legaJidad y su carac:ter nac:ional. ~tJ~rnos_CO!).gcntemen~ qu~ ~ Qrpnizac:.i6n..--Jo.. opuesto de una proletiria bolc:hevigu&. y.. que nuestra tendenc:ia, por medio de ella y luc:hando en ella~
r
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"Fhe Socialist Part r of' National
Remlution is no niore than a stage in
the formation c~f' a legal. le./i centrist
party. our main political·
organi=ational ohje('til'e at this time .. ,.
"lhis 1£~/i centrist, legal political
organi=ation is progressive
/i/l1damenfa/~1' hecause c~1' its legality
and its national ('haracter. We are
COn.I·C'iOUS~1' alrare that this
organization is the opposite (?I' a
proletarian Bolshel'ik organization......

-from Nahuel Moreno, 1954: ana clave del peron'smo

80 Percent
Working-Class Peronism?

", .. We hal'C' told I/rC' Peroni.H//ghter.1 to Iry 10 achiC' 1'1' [a
slate o/l8() percent Il'orkers ('anelidates ele£'led hy the rank
amlfile otjusticialismo [the Peroni.l·t party FR 1::.1 U IJJ and
that. iiI that case-we lI'il/ ,~upport t/relll,"

-from Avanzada Socialista, 22 November 1972

"Proletarian Solidarity"
with Campora?

"". Without COIl/il,lillg hanllers. Dr. Call1pora I\'il/ he ahfe
COli/II Oil 0111' prolelarian solidarity." , "

10

-from Avanzada Soclalista, 30 May-6 June 1973
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AWorkers and People's Government?
./'"'-I
'--.r-'

"For .lid' implemellloricJ/1 c~r del/wamic I'i!{IIIS
.\lilifa~r Olll cd'rhe !{W'i!I'1lI1/('1lI
I-ill' a CeJl/.Hiflien" A.uel11h(I', colfecl tinder Ille mlllro/
e~r tile I\'ol'kel',\, to de.~i!{not('
a Pl'CII'i,~icJl/lIl .U'ol'kel',~ {llld People\" &O\'e,."lIIelll"

;vt

Por I. dImocr•. •,-"16~;. ~. Fuerz. ArIftIdII
~

• Por la supresi6n,~el rqCrepresivo de las Fuerzas
Armadas y su utillzacll)o OiII.$8rvicio de los intereses
del capital,
J..,.oII_ _

I

~,';

'0",'

taredUCC~~

-from "Programa del P~rtido Sociallstade
Argentina," 24 Novemb"r 1972

. 'I

-from "Basis of Unification of the PSA-PRT,"
Intercontinental Press, 13 November 1172
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Peron's· wife Isabelita (Maria Estela) with Hector Campora and plctur.
of Eva,Peron's first wife.
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III.
Moreno in Argentina, II:
Back to Peronism
Pact with Peron for
"Law· and Order"

"PST
Caught
Redhanded"
-Workers Vanguard,
No. 49, 19 July 1974

In hcent months rightist terror in
Argentina has mounted sharply. This is
seldOm reported in the bourgeois media, which prefer to dwell on kidnappings carried out by leftist guerrillas.
However, in addition to' the police
·coup· in the interior industrial city
of C6rdoba during February, there have
been a series of shootings, raids, suppressions of newspapers and other
arbitrary ~ts directed against leftPeroDist and socialist organizations.
Earlier this year General Per6n
closed down the left-Peronist newspapers El De..scamisado and El Mrmdo.
Offices of the pro-Moscow Communist
Party, of the Maoist Revolutionary
Communist Party (peR), of the UJS
(Union of Youth for Socialism, youth
group of Polftic·a Obrera) and of the
PST (Socialist Workers Party) and its
youth group, the AJS (Vanguard SOcialist Youth). have all been raided by the
police. Left-wing union offices have
been dynamited and attacked with
machine guns by bureaucratic goons.
And in May three militants of the PST.
who had been kidnapped from the office
of their party in a Buenos Aires suburb, were murdered by a gang of 15
rightist thugs. NOW, with the death of
·EI Uder· ,(Per6n) on June 30. this
wave of atrocities will undoubtedly
accelerate.
Under such· Circumstances, faced
with a wave of rightistterrorwhichhaa
tacit backing and often direct participation by the police and army, it is an
elementary necessity of the class
struggle to call for united actions in defense of the left. with the partiCipation
of all socialist organizations as well as
left-PeroDist union andyouthorganizations. Such actions would include united
demonstrations, armed pickets to defend strikes and the offices of leftist
organizations, and the eventual formation of a united workers militia baaed
on the unions. These united-front ac-

tions would in no way compromise th~
necessary pOlitical independence of the
various organizations partici,l>ating.
However, in a display of paniC typical of the frenzied petty bourgeoisie.
the Argentine PST (a· sympathizing org an is a ti 0 n of the· fake-Trotskyist
·United Secretariat of the Fourth International-) has gone a very different
path-toward a political bloc with the
stalinists and bourgeois liberal and
populist parties, in defense of the
-institutionalization- of b 0 u r g e 0 is
legality. This craven capitulation was
vividly expressed in a joint declaration
by six bourgeois parties. the CP and the
PST in an audience with General PerOn
at his residence. -olivos'- on March 21.
The declaration promises to adhere to
-the institutional process- (i.e., capitalist law-and-order), condemns all
thos~ (such as communists) who seek
to change this process, and calls fot
united action (together with the
Radicals and PeroDists) against
imperialism!
This preposterous ·Declaration of
the 8- is undoubtedly one of the greatest atrocities perpetrated by an ostensibly Trotskyist organization since the
Ceylonese LSSP Joined a popular-front
government in 1964. In addition to implying that the very· bourgeois forces
which murdered PST· militants and
dePQsed the left-Peronist COrdoba government can -institutionalize- cJemocracy and fight imperialism, the Olivos
declaration Is, in fact, a forerunner to
a popular front.
We do not have in our possession a
copy of the original statement, but the
excerpts . from it printed in Polltica
Obrera (30 March) are more than adequate for an exact appreCiation of its
character. The PST now claims, in the
26 June issue of Avanzada Socialista,
that it never siped the document ap- '
. parentIy because it couldn't get a good
enough -deal- from the bourgeois parties and the Stalinists on the wording
(see Intercontinental Press, 15 July).
However, at moet this can only have to
do with a formal Signature, since the
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PST very definitely did participate in
the Olivos meeting (we print a picture,
of the PST's ubiquitous Juan. Carlos
Coral along with the rest of the eight
at the audience with Per6n) whose purpose was to present the declaration to
the president. In any case, it is,
to say the least, unusual that Avanzada
Socialista 'reported the PST as having
signed the declaration in its edition of
28 March. Despite the vehement public
attack by the Polilica Obrera group on
the PST because of this act AS did not
see fit to publish a "rectification" of·
its "editorial error" unWthree months
later!
In the text presented to Per6nbythe
eight parties we read that the participants in the Olivos meeting support "in
all instances the institutional process
and, at the same time, condemn all
those who in one way or another attempt
to' change it." In the first place the
reader notes repeated references to
"institutionalization," "the institutional
process" . and the like. EvidenUy even
the double-talking PST has trouble
speaking of bourgeois democ.racy in '
Per6n's Argentina! And secondly, whom
exacUy does the declaration condemn?
No doubt the "ultrarightists." But, then,
not only the right-wi,ng Peronist thugs
and fascists wish to change the in~titu
tional process of bourgeois democracy
-so, too, would any self-respecting
MarXist.
'
As for the tasks ahead, the PST
has something quite different from
proletarian revolution in mind. According to the declaration:

I

/

Juan Carlos Coral

"The diUicult moments which await the
Republic, as a consequence of its confrontation with the powers which have
subjected it from long ago, can be overcome victoriously with solidarity ,in
action of the sectors which respect the"
majority "and PIlpular will for liberation
las J expressed in the elections •••• •
"The realization of ,a true federalism of
the national community, Latin Ame.rican integration,. solidarity with the
subjected peQples of the world and the
fight against imperialism and the oligarchy can be materialized .only with
the creative agreements lcoincidencias J
which grow out of the full exercise of
democracy in all areas ••• !'

After piercing through. the byzantine
rhetoric, the. only possible meaning
one can get from this passage is that
the Peronists, Radicals an d other
liberal/populist capitalist parties, to,:,
gether with the CP apd PST, can fight
against imperialism and the oligarchy
••• provided, of course, they !lchieve'
those "creative agreements" whichresult from bourgeois democracy!

Such an open rejection of the Marxist prinCiple of working-class inde-:
pendence from the bot,lrgeoisie, the
implicit belief that the bourgeoisie can
fight against imperialism (and therefore that Trotsky's theory of permanent revolution is false), and the expliCit agreement to abide by the rules
of.the "institutional process"(not even
bourgeois democracy!}-even for the
unprincipled USee, such a document is
a. litUe extreme. Yet to date, no section of the "Trotskyist" United Sec:'
reta~iat has publicly statedits
disagreement!
The USee majority has"reportedly
sent an internal letter to its sections
in which it demands that the PST
clarify its position on the document,
or else be expelled. TIlls is only natual,
since the. PST sides with the reformist
USec minority led by the SWP. What
better way to. get at the SWP than to /
saddJ,e it with this betrayal by its Argentine cothinkers? But what of the militant Workers in Argentina itself, wIlo
have at least two, organiza,~i9ns sy'Olpathizlog with the Uriit~d Secretariat
to choose from (the
the "Red
Faction· of the ERP/PI\.'91f:ertainlY .
they might be int~rested to ~ow where i
the "FOurth International",' stands OD
this. important issue. Not· to mention
. would-be TrotskyistSaroU1)dthe world.
As for the SWP, it is :prepared to
denounce kidnappings oHJ.s. businessmen carried out by the' ERP /PRT, at
the time the official Argentine section
of the USec, within hou~ of their occurrence. Yet it took Ule weekly 40p age-plus Inter~Ontin~tal Press a
quarter of a year to e.n mention the
Olivos declaration;
The Spartacist Leagile denounces the
declaration by the ..(rgentine PST (Socialist Workers, Party), Communist
Party and siX boUrgeOis liberal and
populist parties astBJi obscene reform\ist capitulation. Whether or not the
Coral/Moreno leadership of the PST
may have had reservations or disagreement, at the Ume (or quite likely
only now, after receiving a letter from
some unnamed "EUropean companero"
asking for "clarUicatioo"), they cannot
deny that they were preparedinprincipIe to enter a bloc for law and order
with the bourgeoisie. The PST is revealed as an enemy of' the workers!'

.\

psti#ci

We have in the paat denounced similar betrayals by the PST as when; at a
similar meeting between the Peronist
President-elect C4mpora the bourgeois
parties and CP, Juan Carlos Coral
stated the PST's support for the "posi-
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party'is the only militant left
in Argentina that has publicly
that it supports ,the "process of
I\W.lI:J8UIU 1l0nl1lUZ: an, on." In line with this,
was th'e only working-class and
, socialist current that. in order to participate in this process, did the work
_necessary to gain the status of a legal
party and intervene in the elections.
In October lS72" representatives of
party went to meet with the repr~
of the military di(:ta1totshl
at we sup

of institutionalization" and to deman
the withdrawal of the military
from the government. More
in the case of the coup by Nav
C6rdoba. we met with the Pelt;-ejiist
government. And, along
ating our opposition to
tatorsnip, we called for
measures such as the
the Social Pact. democr
unions, and expropr
garchy and the 1m
These are the
demands we
again, in the
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of institutionalization"
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the meaning of this process
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'Did They or Didn't They: Three Months Later
-from "In Defense of the PST and the Truth,"
statement by Executive Committee of the 'PST, 20
August 1974, translated in Intercontinental Press,
9 September 1974
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-from "En Defensa del PST y la Verdad,"
statement by Executive Committee of the PST, 20
August 1974, in Intercontinental Press, 16
September 1974
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psrs Coral (third from right) at presentation of "Deciaratlon of 8" to
Peron (third from left).
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What's in a Word
amamos a todos los sectores
movimiento trotskista a considerar
tam bien est a cuest16n, teniendo en
cuenta Ia situaci6n concreta de Ia Argentina, inc1uyendo el significado que
ha adquirido, Ia palabra "institucionalizaci6n".2
.
81 es necesaria un'~_iial~~~;?

the matter.
appeal tq other sectors of the TrotskYlst movement to also consider thls
,question, bearing in mind the concrete situation in Argentina, including
the me~ning acquired by the word
"in8titucionalizaci6n. "2
~!!'!!!!~~...

J

I

\

Argentina, las fuerz,as "reaccionarias tratan de revertir el proceso
de institucionalizaci6n". Es por eso
ue este punto ha pasado a set uno
qde l'os pr oblemas mas importantes
de
'
IP
la Iucha de c1asesen ese paisr.".-

"

.

~.

:-from "En Defensa del PST y la Verdad," Ibid.
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no
with it.
'

f1i9fJij~m

-from "EI PST No Firma Declaracion de los 8,"
Avanzada Socialista, 26 June 1974, In
Intercontinental Press, 22 July 1974

-from "No PST Signature on Statement Handed to
Peron," Avanzada Soclallsta, 26 June 1974, translated
in Intercontinental Press, 15 July 1974
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The wave of rightist terror wbich,
engulfed Argentina following the ~eath
of President Juan Per6n last July 1 has
resulted in more- thari) one political
murder per day, a tgJalof 227 in 1974.
Manyperbaps most, of.these assassinlltio~s are carried out by speCial
Squads of plain-clothes military and
police officials.
In this perUous situation it is.vital
for revolutioJl3ries not only to call for.
united-lront defense of left and militant
trade-union organizations, but also to
warn the masses against placing any
confidence in the treacherous anti-,
worldng class Peronist regime. The
Partido SOcialista de los Trabajadores
(PST-Bocialist Worke.rs· Party) bas
done precisely the opposite, seeking to
protect itSelf by repeated expressions
of support for the "process of institu-Workers Vanguard,
tionalization" and for the "con~nuity"
of
government. While seven of its
No. 62, 14 February 1975 ownthemembers
"ere gunned down by
pro..government .thugs last year. the
PST continues to' proclaim that the
main danger is a coup.d'6tat!
Work~s Vanguard
was the first
publication outside Argentina to ~b
liclycall attention to the scandalous
behavior of the (purportedly Trotskyist) PST whicb issued, together with the
local Stalinists and six bourgeoiBparties, a declaration calling for bourgeois
law and order on the occasion of a
meeting with Peron last Marcb 21 (see
, "PST Caught Reahanded," WV No. 49,
19 July 1974). The declaration suppprts .
"in all insta~es the institutional proce~s" and condemns "all those wbo in .
one way ~r another attempt to cbange

"SWP
'Translates'
Coral"

tt,."
This expreSSion of support for the
capitalist state is a betrayal of the most.
tundamental Marxist principles so
gross that even the professional bypo ...
~rites of the "United Secretariat of the·
Fourth Infernational, " of whicb the
PST is a sympathizing organization,
finally made a public protest. However,
for appearance's sake, the uSec "acknowledged" the PST'·s cock-and-bull.
,tory that its representative, Juan
Carlos Coral, did not sign the document
even thougb the PST newspaper (Avan.atia Socialista) reproduced the document alJ baving been .signed by him.
This "editorial error" was not correct.
ed by AS for a full three ,months!
Moreover, only a few daysafter~tS
"correction" was publisbed the PST
attended another meeting of "the eight,"
1b1s time with the General's wife (and
vice preSident) Marla Estela, as Peron
lay dying. A second declaration was is- .
sued, declaring the participants' "support for the process oflnstitutionalizaHon. ••• " Challenged by the USee lead-

..rsblp, the PST ~gain. answered tbat
Coral bad DOt actualry signed the
statement.
The PST supported the declaration'.
content, however, with tbe excuse that
"the wor~ 'institutionalization'
bas aquired a meaning hi Argentine politics different from the one given in the
dictionary. It bas become a synonym
Qf fighting to defend or win democratic
rights" (Avanzada Socialista, 4 July
1974). In fact, "institutionalization" in.
the mouths of Argentine liberals and the
PST social democrats bas been used to
mean support for bourgeois Iawand.order, as against the terrorism of the
police ••• m:f of left-wing·Peronist and
supposedly Marxist guerrillas.
Unable to stay away from these prestigious "summit" meeUngs ofthebourgeois parties, the ubiquitous Coral attemed yet another sucb gathering,
called "the multisectorlal," on October
8. As we reported in Workers VcmptWd
No. 57 (22 NoveDiber 1974), be told
President Marta Estela de Peron that
the PST ,"will figbt for the continu1tyof
this government, because it was elected
by the majority of th~ Argentine workdrs and because it- permits the exercise of some democratic Uberties•••• "
. COming less tbaJi tV(O -weeQ lfteJ'the
regime's new "s~ty law" outlaWini
strikes· (a measUre the PST leader
faUed to c,riticize, &ltbougb. be "applaud[ed] without reservation" IIWlJ
clauses of -the government's labor leg~lation), and. given his "categorical"
denunciation of "terrorist and guerrillaist forms of violence," it is not surprising that C_oral'liIspeech to· the· /
"mulUsectQrial II. was wid ely interpreted by press and teleV!sion as support for the government. However, according to tbe 15 October Avanzada
Socialista the version \ of. the speech
distributed by the government's press
off i' c e contained "omissions"wh1cb
.altered its mean1ngitherefore AS pub-.
lisbed a "textual reconstruction" of
Coral's words.
As a "fraternal serVice"· to the PST,.
.its ally in the factional battle raging \
In the USec, the SWP recently publisbed an Englisb version of Coral's
statement (Intercontitumtal Press, 13
January). However, IP apparently did
a little "reconstructing" itself in order
to spruce up the key passage.,
For the most part ~e English translation accurately reproduces the Spanisb text. Coral repeats his "firm condemnation of the death of the latest
victim of the terror, whO happens tobe
an officer of the armed forces," announces tbat "all inhabitants of the
country sbould bear the consequences
equally· if there is a grave national

,
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emergency, equates guerrillaism to
coups dt~tat (ttalthough the aims are
different"), etc •.
But when we come to the section in
which Coral announces that thp. PST
"luchar~ por la continuidad de este
gobierno" (ttwill fight for the continuity
of this governmen~·), this is rendered
as: tt •.• will fight to keep this government's term of office from being cut
sbort illegitimately ••• ": This is something quite different: Apparently Joseph
Hansen, like toral & Co. , feels thatdic'tionaries are inadequate to interpret
what the PST is saying.

Lenin and Trotsky r epe ated ly
stressed the need to defend democratic
Tights and oppose bonapartist coups.
However,the PST ·translates" this into supporting ttbourgeois democracy, "
"institutionalization" (including against
lt~ftist guerrillas) and the "continuity"
,o,f the present government. Aside from
.the fact that the "democracy" of the
'bonapartist Peronistregime is in any
case quite limited, such a statement
can mean nothing but political support
for the government and for the parliamentary for to of bourgeois c I ass
dictatorship. _

"For the Continuity of this Government..."
-from text of Coral's statement at the
'Multisectorial,' in Avanzada Socialista, 15 October
1974
.

-from "Coral's Statement at the Multisectoral,"
Avanzada Socialista, 15 October 1974, translated in
Intercontinental Press, 13 January 1975

"Mirror Image": A Despicable Statement
-from·"Declaracidn del PST," Executive Committee
statement issued at the 'Multisectoral,' Avanzada
Socialista, 10 October 1974

-from "PST Statement at the 'Multisectoral' "
translated in Intercontinental Press, 28 Octob'er 1974
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IV.
Moreno's Left Face

Elsewhere in this bulletin we reprint numerous excerpts
from materials documenting Nahuel Moreno's decadeslong cover for Peronism in his native Argentina; his
opportunist support to populist generals from Peru's
Velasco to Panama's Torrijos; his chameleon-like shifts of
political coloration. from gung-ho guerriJlaist to snivelling
social democrat; and his scandalous financial dealings. But
that does not account for the apparent leftism of the
documents of his Bolshevik Faction and its predecessor.
the Bolshevik Tendency (BF/BT). For in the case of
Moreno the contrast between theory and practice is so
dramatic that he has developed a "method" capable of
justifying almost any betrayal.
(
For almost a decade. from 1968 through 1977. the
United Secretariat was rent by acute factional struggle
between a centrist International Majority Tendency (IMT)
led by Ernest Mandel and the reformist Leninist-Trotskyist
Faction (LTF) led by the American SWP of Joe Hansen/
Jack Barnes and (initially) Moreno's Argentine PST.
Whi1e the Mandelites chased after a Maoist/Guevarist
"new mass vanguard" in Europe and Latin America. the
LTF used pseudo-orthodox arguments to attack guerrillaism from the right (not unlike the pro-Moscow CPs). After
Barnes and Mandel dissolved the factions in 1977.
underlying differences remained but a temporary unity was
obtained at the USec helm. So simply by standing still
while the ex-IMT galloped to the right. Moreno suddenly
appears as a "left" critic of the "reunified" rotten bloc:
"Before. it [~he IMT] had bent to the ultraleftism of a
predominantly student radicalized vanguard. Now. it is
bending to the pressures of Eurocommunism and a tradeunion and middle class vanguard. which are transmission
belts for liberal ideology and the public opinion of the
imperialist countries ....
"This capitulation is what has made the convergence
between the ex-IMT and the leaders of the SWP. i.e.. the
ex-LTF. possible."
-"Declaration and Platform of the Bolshevik
Faction," [SWP] International Internal
Discussion Bulletin, July 1979
An uninitiated reader might well confuse such passages
with Trotskyist critiques of the revisionist USec by the
international Spartacist tendency (iSt). Of course. the iSt
and its precursors have been denouncing the United
Secretariat as a rotten bloc since its inception in 1963. while
Moreno seems to have discovered this fact only in the last
two years (after being part of every USec betrayal and
unprincipled maneuver for the previous decade and a half).
And there is the telltale fact that Moreno's BF/BT
consistently describe!i the Mandelite majority as "ultraleft"
while we label the IMT centrist. But the mosUstriking
difference is that the Morenoite attack on the USec
leadership consists solely of 'Organizational atrocity stories
plus evidence of tevisionism at the most general theoretical
level. Concrete political betrayals.\vhere their line means
defeat for the working class. are almost never mentioned.

The Bolshevik Faction has had so_me pretty harsh words
, to say against the USec's 1977 resolution on "Socialist
Democracy and the Dictatorship of the Proletariat." In a
document endorsed by the BG. Moreno says it "completely
revised the revolutionary Marxist position on the dictatorship of the proletariat." Mandel. he says. is "filling the
Marxist conception of workers revolution and proletarian
dictatorship with a Eurocommunist content and program
... " (The. Revolutionary Dictatorship. of the Proletariat
[1979]). Fine. but where' do the Morenoites denounce the
USec for capitulating to the Eurocommunists in the class
struggle'! What about the electoral support to ~opular
fronts given by both the SWP and ex-I MT. who call for
votes to the reformist workers parties involved in such
class-collaborationist coalitions'! The BF doesn't breathe a
word of criticism. for its own electoral policies are just as
(or even more) tailist.
Perhaps the best example of how Morenoite
"orthodoxy" in the abstract is translated into opportunism
in the concrete is the case of Portugal 1975. Dtiring the
spring and'summer the situation was polarizing rapidly: the
ruling Armed Forces Movement (M FA) and its Stalinist
allies escalated their leftist rheto~ic. in part to co-opt
embryonic factory committees and collective farms which
were beginning to sprout up. On the other side. the
Socialist Party of Mario Soares sided with more conservative officers and civilian reactionaries in mounting an antiCommunist mass mobiliza~ion. The SWP. in response.
wholeheartedly took up the cause of the CIA-financed
Portuguese SP. Not wanting to be tied to this right-wing
unholy alliance. Moreno began making trOuble in the
Leninist-Trotskyist Faction and finally sp,lit over the SWP
document. "Key Issues in the Portuguese Revolution~' '
(October 1975). This was the origin of the, llolshevik
Tendency.
The future BTers were hard on the SWP. accusing it of '
thinking "the possibility exists that the SP could break with
the bourgeoisie and take power in Portugal today!" and
that the· SP is "no longer counterrevolutionary" ("Letter
from Former LTF Members to the Internationa~ Executive
Committee." [SWP] Interna/lnformation Bulletin. March
1977). The "Declaration of the Bolshevik Tendency" took
the LTF to task because it "did not indicate a single task or
slogan in relation to the 'workers commissions· ... and
condemned Hansen's "categorical refusal to raise the
policy ahd sloan for centralizing these committees." The
SWP. c9f1.c~t,lded the BT. had "an essentially botirgeois-.
democrati¥~rogram" for Portugal ([SWP] IIDB. January
1977). These same points were made repeatedly-and
much more ~harply-in Workers Vanguard (e.g .• "SWP/
OCI Tail Counterrevolution in Portugal," WV No. 75.29
August 1975).
But JtVemphasized above all the need to fight "class
collaboration-tying the workers to the bourge.ois oK.<!~
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corps." On the issue of soviets, we said that for an authentic
Trotskyist party the key issue was "calling for independence of the workers commissions and popular assemblies
from the MFA ... " ("Soviets and the Struggle for Workers
Power in Portugal," WV No. 82,24 October 1975). The
program of Moreno & Co. was exactly the opposite.
.Having decided toabandon the social-democratic camp (in
the early summer he was for participating iothe SP's antiCommunist demonstrations), Moreno simply switched
horses and plunked his money down for the M FA. Thus in
along polemic against SWPer Gus Horowitz he argued
that this faction of the officer corps of the capitalist army
was not classically bonapartist and was "Kerenskyist" and
petty-bourgeois (N. Moreno, "Revolucion y contrarrevol.ucion en Portugal," Revista de America, July-August
1975).
. . Moreno's supporters of the Portuguese PRT went even
further, and in an article entitled "A Necessary Recitification: The MFA and the Revolution in Portugal" ( Combate
Socialista, 10 July 1975) discovered a "semi-soviet sector"
of the bourgeois officer caste. But they did not come up
with this dangerous revision of Marxism by themselves. In
ail April 1975 report to the PRT national committee
Moren'o referred to the MFA as "the superstructural
expression of the beginning of the formation of soviets in
tbe :army" and says that it may be "a petty-bourgeois
movement that reflects the revolutionary process"-in
which' case, "We have to struggle within this process, and
linderstand that there are differentiations inside the Armed
ForCes. Movement itself' (PRT Internal Discussion
Bulletin No.2). So while correctly attacking the:SWl?, for
c~asing after Soares and raising a purely, bot\r~ois
d~mocr~tic program for Portugal, Moreno talks about
s~viets .... and runs after the populist M FA with its
~ermlgogic talk of "people's power."
Moreno has developed this Janus,.faced policy into a
veritable science. Thus on the second issue over which he
:broke from the SWP-Angola-he takes his former
mentors severely to task for failing to call foT militllry
victory to the M PLA in the crucial.months after November
1975, when it was facing a combined attack by South
Africa and the CIA-aided FNLA/UNITA coalition.
rvtoreno drew a close parallel between Angola and Vietnam
(falsely, for in the case of Angola it was simply an

imperialist invasion, whereas in Vietnam this was overlaid
on a civil war which saw two opposing class camps). Bl,1t for
Moreno this parallel presented certain problems, for in
Vietnam the S W P also did not callfor military victory to
the N LF. Instead its line was bourgeois pacifism, appealing
to the ~efeatist wing of the Democratic Party. And the PST
vociferously defended the SWP's antiwar policies when
they were bloc partners in the LTF. (Moreno also
fulminated against the "ultraleft sectarians" of the
Spartacist League who said the SWP's coalitions were
mini-popular fronts, and who uniquely demanded "All
Indochina Must Go Communist!")
What to do"! For an old hand like Moreno the trick was
simple: to call for an NLF victory was a "world strategy"
while "Bring the Boys Home" was its "tactical adaptation"
to the backward consciousness of the American masses .
Thus, "Some comrades of the IMTseverely criticized the
S W P for not raising in the U.S. the demand 'Victory to the
NLF: They were wrong in identifying the international
policy with national tactics and qemands" (N. Moreno,
Angola: La revolucion negra en marcha[1977]). Soas long
as you vote for a USec resolution, which is buried in the
documents section of Intercontinental Press (and which no
one can pin on you anyway; since both the SWP and PST
are only "fraternally related" to the USee), it is alright to
fail to call for the defeat of one's "own" imperialism. Glory,
hallelujah, the bloc with Democratic. Senator Vance
Hartke is principled, and there is no need to get beaten up
by pro-war workers while distributing defeatist propaganda in front of the factories (as happened to the Bolsheviks
in World War I). How convenient. Why didn't Jack Barnes
think of that'!
.
Moreno dreamed up a similar subterfuge a few years
earlier when the LTF got into a shouting match with the
I MT ovet who supported popular front ism: the LTF saia
Mandel and his friends did, by supporting the French
Union of the Left: the IMT said Hansen/Moreno did,
because their Uruguayan supporters called for a vote to t'he
Frente Amplio (Broad Front). (Answer: (both support
popular frontism.) Moreno argued that the Uruguayans
had made an "error, not a betrayal." Furthermore, "it was a
good move.to enter the Frente. Amplio because it helped
our wQrk in the mass movement:" You see, "It would
indeed be a betrayal to electorally support a popular front
or a bourgeois nationalist movement without denouncing
it as a betrayer of the workers' movement. That is: voting in
itself is for us a tactical and not a principled question" (N.
Moreho, "A Scandalous Document-A Reply to permain," [SWP] IIDB. January 1974).
.
,/
Moreno didn't invent that one, however. The author is
Andres Nin. Even after the SpafiisnP6U Mparticipated in
the Popular Front coalition during the February 193'6
elections, Nin, its most left-wing leader. continued to
denounce the Popular Front in the abstract. For example:
"Hence the policy of the Popular Front, by presenting the
problem as a struggle between bourgeois democracy and
fascism. sows fatal illusions among the working masses
and detours them from accomplishing their historic
mission, preparing, by this very act, the victory of
fascism."
-"La acci6n directa del proletariado y la
revoluci6n espai\ola," July 1936, in A. Nin. Los
problemas de la revoluci6n espanola (1931-1937)

Spartaclst League took sides In Vietnam
aWp'refused to call for NLF Victory.

Not bad, on paper. But the POUM helped put the Popular
Front in power, thereafter acting as its left tail while
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mouthing abstract slogans about "socialism or fascism,"
And when the showdown came in the Barcelona May Days
of 1937, Nin refused to mobilize the workers to overthrow
the fragile Popular Front, thereby "preparing the victory of
fascism," Presumably Nin, too, thought "voting is a tactical
question,"
Not so the international Spartacist te!)dency, for whom
opposition to class collaboration is a matter of principle,

This is what distinguishes us not only from the misnamed
"Bolshevik Faction" but the entire United Secretariat
swamp, Although a~ a cynical con man Nahuel Moreno
resorts to the eclectic "method" of centrism-:-what Trotsky
called "crysta,lIized confusion"-hi,s appetites and real,
program are those of a hardened reformist: In ei.ther Qllse.
as the example of Nin shows, the end result is thesairie;and
it is the working class that pays the price,
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Crisis in the LTP

.

-from "Letter from Former LTF Members to the
International Executive Committee," SWP
Internal Information Bulletin, March 1977

... support to the MFA

-from Nahuel Moreno, "Revolucidn
y contrarevolucidn en Portugal,"
Revista de America, July-A~gust
1975, translated in SWP Internal
Information Bulletin, March 1977
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Ate hoje sempre earaeterizamos 0 MFA como um movimento burgues, defeosor, na ausencia de qualquer partido estruturado da classe dominante ou sequer
de umaparelho de Estado solido, dos interesses fundamentais do Capital, se beln
que tambem muitas vezes obrigado, pela posiJ,:ao de arbitro t<supra-partidario ll
em que se eneontra eoloeado, a eastigar os seetores tradicionalmente mais privilegiados da burguesia, por fprma a defender os interesses globais dessil mesma
classe.·

ulna rectificacao necessal'ia

o MFA

e 0 Revolueiio

em Portugol

A Necessary Rectification

The MFA and the Revolution in Portugal
. "Up 10 nOli' we alll"ay.r dwracleri:ed Ihe .1.1 FA [A rllled Forces
.\1o\'elllem] as u hourKeois mo\'emenl. u "e(ender. ill Ihe uhsence ()ran ...
.\·Iruclurecl purty (~(the ruling cluss or el'en u solielsltJle uppartJlus. o(the
/imclumemal interesls or capiltJl. .....
" The proclucl o( Iliese Irai 1.1' [or I he PorI uguese rei 'ollll ionury process]
Iras. in u \m.... Ihe :'vi FA. We call wuler.Hund il as u new phenomenon.
Ihal i.~. a momenlur... re.l'ull ora I'err purticulur rea iiI", , Ihe realil ... oflhe
Portuguese Re I'Olw ion. II was inilia/fr u movement. a pclty-bourgeois
reaction o( u sector or Ihe (11Ii'cia/.\ o( all urlllY I)Ollllc1ed hI' lI'ar und
lIIus.\'Q('/'ecl hy Ihe lIIililtJIT deleal in A/i-icu.
"In Ihe same wa... as Ihe lI'orking-cluH purlies (~r I"e coulilion. Ihe
MFA parlicipales ill.ancl C'Ol11mil.\· ilseU 10 Ihe policy (~r Ihe hOllrgeois
go\'(!.rflll1enl. BWlhis does nolmean idenl((l'inK Ihe gOl'ernlllelll ancllhe
armeel/cJrces, nor ir/ellli(rillg Ille MFA lI'ilh Ihe hourgeoisie. On Ihe
Nmlrar.l'. lite/rels an! demonslraling Ihul ... I"e Il'Orsening (~(Ih(' crisis
cI('(~PQm IIle cleal'ages wilhin Ihe MFA anellhe semi-sol'iel lendency
implied h r olle (~( ils po/eoi' . .. , ..

I

-from Combate Sociallsta (newspaper of the Morenoite
Portugu~se PRT), 10 July 1975

Diario de Noticias

Leaders of the Portuguese Armed Forces Movement. Morenoites discovered
a "semi-soviet" sector of the MFA.

,.
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.. 11ll1s the position of the PST is perfe('t(r dear: pre\'ivus(r \l'e
IltICl insistecl in ('alling.lor the enclto thefratriciclalwar [hetween
the lIPlA. FNLA and UNITAl in orcler IV expel Portugue,~e
imperialism; heginning with the South African/imperialist
ill\'llsion the semio.l.licialline of the PST. as put '/or\l'ard in its.
ne\l's/Japer Avanzada Socialista",. was the following: 'The
.\1 PIA does not .IIIerit the slightest con./idence from
I'e\·olllfionaries",.'
.
"Until I J Nowmher [/975] the main enemy of the Angolan
\I'as the Portuguese colon.ial troops. and the most urgent
task lI'as to ohtain their withdrawal, Once they had II'itl"lrall"'. the
II/ain enelllY he('ame the pf'()~illlperialist./of'('es of Zaire. South
Afrim and the white mercenories. and no goal was //lore decish'e
allclurgent than to cOl/lhatthem and./ora thelll to lea\'e Angolan
tel'rilOry, ." .. ,
lI/a.He,~

- from N. Moreno, Angola: La revolucicSn negra en
marcha (1977)

For and Against SWP Antiwar
Popular Fronts

"For us it is pai/~/ill to co~less oW long-standing
adlllirationJor the S W P,especiallylor its policies
iO\l'ard the Vietnam war, We have gone hack to ,eread
its press and resolutions in order to corrohorate (Jur
a,uertions. The extreme(1' had leg(ll (,onditions in our
c'mllltry pre\'ented usfrom ('ompleteing this rerepding,
hut as far as \I'e ('ould tell the SW P poli('y did not
tc)lIow the lines which we have laid OUl""
, "In order to mohilize the work ing-dass and mass
1/I00'ement in ihe United States against the ('olonialwar
it \l'as necessary to understand their political hacklI'arclne,H, For this reason, in the case of the Vietnam
\l'ar. the S W P u'/se(1' ./ormulated its demands, 'Out of
Vietnam Nou'!' and' Bring the Troops Home Now!' qr
cOllrse, these just demands mobilized millions of
persons.
"Ho\l'ever, a national demand, howeverjust, cannot
replac'e a world strategy and polic:l'. For example, the
tll'ofamous demands of the SWP were corrert, as long
as thel' Irere in the lramework ola trull' internationalist an~1 Trot.~kyist 'overall polic:\', Thus they should.
C'OllStitute the tactical and agitdlional adaptation, to
the lewl (~l consciousness ~lthe American masses. (~r
the IIwld strategic de!nand: . For lhe Defea~ ~I'the U,S,
F'o/' Total Victory to the Vietnamese N LF, " , , ..

~

-from N. Moreno, Angola: La revoluclon negra
en mar6ha (1977)
.
'.
.
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It appears to us that the 1M T lead- United States did not oppose this. In
era do have a serious political dif- fact, they favored it.
,
ference with us. They seem to be opo
posed in principle to limited agreeBut how the ultralefts screamed!
ments or public' actions involving They considered this to be proof posibourgeois sectors in the struggle tive that the Socialist Workers party
against fascism or other ultr,areacti'on- had formed an "interclass political
ary forceL We think that they are not bloc" with the liberal wing of the Demalone in taking an ultraleft position ocratic party, thereby falling Into the
• Social Democratic "policy" of class colof this kind.
We should like to remind them that laborationism. It is one of the main
at the height of the antiwar move- "proofs" stUI thrown at the SWP by
ment in the United States, quite a few the ultralefts in the United States (and
petty-bourgeois and even bourgeois elsewhere) to bolster the charge that
figures sought to share the platform the SWP has "degenerated," turned "reIn the giant rallies th'at were staged formist," and 'betrayed" the working
at the time. The Trotskyists in the class.

-from pst/LTF, "In Reply
to the IMT's Open Letter
Number 2," Intercontinental
Press, 20 January 1975

Eurocommunism
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.. Fil1a/~I',< [PSTer Marcela] Rodriguez [wriling Oil' nIl' Carler Plan:
J]
indimtes that for Yankee imperialism raising the hanner of human
rights in the lI'orkers states, and its encouragement o.t'ofJponents o.t'lhe'
hlll'eaucracy, is an important part (~t' the imperialist plan againsl Ihe
Irorkers stales.
"n,ese ('()nsideraliol1S, "'hich we share, lomte/:.urocommunism, or
the process (~t' social-democratization o.t'the CPs, in a hroader
dimension. II has to do with the tll'ofaces o./'the imperialist plan-with
e,Hahlishing direclties in order to guarantee gOl'ernments..o.Ddemocratic
('()unterrel'oIUlion' a. la Soares to hold hack the upsurge ot'the
f.l.lropean 1I'0rkers mOl'e~ilent....
.
"In this second aspecl, the position (~t'the European CPs in support o.t'
the Soviet dissidents, while relaining its posilive aspects, contrihwes 10
reil!t'orcing the imperialist plan. Mandel sees in this support 10 S()\'iet
dissidents one (~t' the fundamental causes o.l/riction hetll'een the
I:'uwcolllmullist parties alld Ihe Slalinist apparallls ...
Nell' Counterrel'Olwionary Policy" in Revista de America No.

-from Eugenio Greco, "Eurocommunism: A New Crisis of World
Stalinism," Revista de America, August 1977

..

/

Greco's arbitrary approach has already
apparently lea hun to flirt WIth positions
Gal are reaDy different from those of the
iiiit of ihe Trotskyist movement and would
le'iil him very far astray if he developed
them oonsistently. He does this when he
says that the EurocommuDlst CPs' defense
01 the dissidents against bureaucratic
repression promotes an "imperialist plan"
alainst the workers states, and when he
makes statements indicating that the
EurocommuDlst CPs are becommJl a, bat-

wrmg ram for imperialism

~gainst'

the

~onomic underpinnings of these states.

Greco is not the first to advance th~
positions. Amon~ those "l .. i,."ina to be
Trotskyist, the award for originality goes
to such sectanan groups as the SpartaCiit
League 10 the United States and the
Workers Revolutionary Party in Britain.
Dlt us hope that Greco proves capable of
see10g the deadly lOgiC mvolved and that
he draws back in time.<_

-from Gerry Foley,
"Eurocommunism,
Goldilocks, and the Three
Bears: In Reply to Eugenio
Greco," Intercontinental
Press,5 December 1977
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Opportunist Chameleon
Sui Generi.s
,
excerpted from:

~'World

,Trotskyism
Rearms"
-Spartacist, No. 20, AprilMay 1971

The international Trotskyist movemeDt'stands before its d~finitive crossroad~. The revisionist. currents which
have dominated world Trotskyism over
the' past period are in crisis. In, the
aftermath of recent developments, most
particularly the May-June 1968 explosion of the French working class which
~tunningly
demonstrated anew the
bankruptcy of tM impressionists who
had abandoned the proletarian internationalist strategy for revolution, the revisionists find themselves as challengecl
by authentic, Trotskyism as do the Maoists and other non'-Madist currents.
Even the most ardent revisers of Trotskyist theory are now finding themselves compelled to argue on the terrain of Leninism grown ru"t>r and dis-torted in their minds by yeli,rB of, abuse,
abandonment and betrayal, THe conglomerations which for years have masqueraded as international political tendencies are forced willy-nilly into reopening the disagreements which had
long laid buried by mutual consent.
NeW currents are seeking the answers
to the questions: what went wrong with
the Fourth 'Intern~tional? how can an
authentic Trotskyist politics be constructed over the theoretical ruins of
revisionism? And such currents are
emerging even within the very heart
of the revisionist "internationals"
themselves!
The ar.ch-revisionist United Secretariat (which prefers to be known as
"the' Fourth International") has already seen splits from its sections in
Germany,. England, Argentina, Ceylon
and Belgium: But more serious, in its
tel'ms, is the fac~ional war exJiibited at
its "Ninth World Congress" in early
1969, \ primarily. between the European
ttroups, whose major force is the
French Ligue. Communiste, and its U.s.
political associate, the Socialist Workera Party, between the Ligue's aggressive centrism and the SWP's deepening
relormiBt impUlse.
Livio: an Eraatz "Chelf
The key dispute at that Congress revolved ,around the Europeans' draft
resolution on Latin America, whose
thrust was that the U. Sec. itself should
seek to initiate guerilla warfare in a
selected country in Latin America. This
proposal was only the logical imple-

mentation of the U .Sec.'s long-time political and theoretical capitulation to Cas- i
troism, The U .Sec. maintained that
'Cuba, after breaking with capitalism
. under the 'leadership of a petty-bourgeois radical formation, had estaJ>lished
an essentially undeformed workers state
despite the lack of any cODscious intervention by the Cuban working class as
a class and without the revolutionary
leadership of a Trotskyist v~nguard
party. Cuba was, according to the U.
Sec., a dictatorship of the proletariat
lacking' only the "forms" of worke1'8
democracy, and Castro was "an unconscious Marxist.", The Europeans now
propose to extend this pattern ,to the
rest of' the "Third WorId," and put
forward peasant guerilla warfare .s
the new strategy for the "Fourth International." ,Livio Maitan, the I~ader,
of the Italian section and a main proponent of this turn, enthused over the
advantages of the "Fourth International" having a state of its own to give it
relevance and prestige. And this is p~r
fectly logical, for what relevance can
authentic Trotskyism possibly have. for
these revisionists who have at bottom
despaired' of proletarian revolution ?
j

Hansen Heads Right Wing
. A minoritr at the Congress, led by
the SWP's Joseph Hansen, opposed 'the
proposed turn. Resorting to a rediscovery of "orthodoxy," Hansen maintained
that any form of armed struggle must
be seen as a tactic subordinate to the
building of a .Trotskyist vanguard
party. But the Hansen-SWP initiative
in the U.Sec.'s ,capitulation to Castroism, and the class-collaborationist and
,"Third World" nationalist politic, of
the SWP domestically, reveal the fundamentally reformist impulse' driving
the sWP to oppose the guerilla warfare
line under the rubric of orthodoxy. Just
as the Communist Parties counter the
confrontetionist urgings of impatient
petty-bourgeois radicals with quotations from Lenin opposing adventurism,
for the purpose not of upholding Len-, '
inism but of practicing reformism, 10
the SWP now makes use of its formal
Trotskyi8~ tl'aditioh while opposing its
factional 'antagonists from the right.
The European U.Sec., which competes
with the left Maoists and radical syn- .
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dicalists in the more radical and classconscious European miiieu, is impressionistically chasing after a more "left"
line. But the SWP aims at a different
constituency: . a bast' of middle-class
youth recruited on the basis of the
'SWP's "success" in building a reformist, single-issue Popular Front against
the Viet Nam war. In the long run, the
SWP's competitors are not the other
erstwhile Trotskyists, nor the Maoist
and semi-Maoist confrontationists, but
the ghost of l>. merican social-democr8cy.

Its Young Socialist Alliance in effect
fills the niche previously occupied by the
YPSL-SP, but is unencumbered by the
latter's arid anti-communism which is
now a detriment rather than an aid to
becoming America's mass reformist
party. With such a perspective, more or
less consciously recognized by at least
a section of the SWPleadership, what
could be more disastrous than to threaten its precious legality and respectability by the undertaking of anything so
illegal as guerilla warfare~ ...

"Strictly Subordinate to the Discipline of oLAS •.."
•..•........•...•..••.••.......•...•.•.•.....•.•...••.•.....• > ••.•.•••..... < / > .••••••.•..••.... ··········································er
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-frQm Nahuel Moreno, "A Scandalous DocumentA Reply to Germain," SWP International Internal
Discussion Bulletin, Vol. XI, No.4, January 1974

-from Nahuel Moreno, "La Revolucion
latinoamericana, Argentina y nuestrastareas," 1961,
quoted in "In Defence of Leninism: In Defence of the
Fourth International," by Ernest Germain, SWP
International Internal Discussion Bulletin, Vol. X, No.
4, April 1973
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-from PST/LTF, "In Reply to the IMT's Open Letter
Number 2," SWP International Internal Discussion
Bulletin, Vol. XII, No.4, October 1975

Trotskyism Ys.Morenoism on the Popular Front·
international Spartacist tendency:
It is the most elementary duty for revolutionary Marxists
to irreconcilably oppose the PopUlar Front inthe election
. and to place absolutely no confidence in it in power. Any
.. "critical support" to the Allende coalition is class treason,
paving the way for a bloody defeat for the Chilean working
people when domestic reaction, abetted by international
imperialisn'1, is ready. The U.S. imperialists have been able
to temporize for the moment-and not immediately t~y to
mohilize a counter-revolutionary coup on the usual I.atin
American model-because they have softened the anticipated nationalization losses through massive profit-taking
over several years.

Within rcfOl~mist workers' parties there is a profound
contradiction between their proletarian base and formal
idcology and the class-collabor.ationist aims and personal

appetites of their Icadcrships. This is why Marxists. when
they arc not themse"i~s embodied in a mass working-c.lass
party. give reformist parties such "critical support"against overt agents of capital-as will tend to regroup the
proletariaflo base around a revolutionary pr()gram. But
when these parties enter a coalition government with the
parties of capitalism. any such "critical support·" would be a
hetrayal hecause the coalition has suppressed . the 'c1ass
. contradiction in the bourgeoisie's favor. It is ourjob then to
re-create the h,fsis for struggle I\·;,hill such parties by
demanding they hrelfk with the coalition. This break must
he the elementary precond ition for even the most critical
support ....

-excerpted from "Chilean Popular Front,"
Spartacist, No. 19, November-December
1970
,

Nor did the Chilean disciples of the several self...
,proclaimed "Fourth Internationals" present a'Trotskyist
pci1icy;o,fi(r~concilablehostility to popular frontism; The
syin'pal{ttilers of the.· ..lJnited .. Secretariat (USee) were
The largest. purportedly revolutionary orgalliz'tion' either mired in perpetual"deep entry" in the Socialist Party
,(the tradiri:onal graveyatd for pseudo-Trotskyists in Chile)
formally outside the UP coalition, the MIR (Revolutionfor' fawningly crawling after theMIR. (In fact, the USee
ary Left Movement). was incapable of presenting a class
played a central role in creating the MIR. but this did not
opposition to the Aopular front. While attractin, a layer of'
'p~venttheCastroites from summarily expelling the~ two
militant youtbfundamentally from the petty bourgeoisie.
years later forUTrotskyism." Such are th¢ ·rewards of
and periodically criticizina the Communist Party (CP), the
opportuni~tl The USee supporters labeleCi the bourgeois
MIR n~~ broke from the Popular Unity. Following the
elements
ofthe UP irrelevant, alibiing the Allende regime
. SeptemDer 1970 elections it called on the ma$SCS to support.
with
the
labCl"reformist"
and calling on it to carry out its
Allende; today the MIR is part of the popular front in exile,
own ,bourgeois program ....
~eetin~ to "broaden" ~h~ class-collaborationiSt c~8Ii!ic:»n b)'
lncludU1g even Chnsuan Democrats. The lndlVldi.lal
-excerpted from: '.'Declaration of Fraternal Relation.
heroism of many MIR milita,ntscannot hide the political
between the international Spartaclst tendency and
bankruptcy,of these Chilean Castroites. the left cover of the
the Organizacion Trotskista Revoluclonarla of
popular front.
Chile," Spartacist, No. 24, Autumn 1977
As' Trotsky remarked in' 1935: "In reality. the Popular
Front is Ih~ main que.!lio.n of Proletarian elQ.!'! .!Irat~gy for
this epoch. It also offen ~e best criterion for the difference
between 'Bolshevism 'and Menshevism."
'.

Moreno and the PST:
.. Nosotros aceptamos que ladefinicion trotskista de los Frentes
Populares admite distintas i.nterpretaciones. La que creemos mas
correcta es la que los caracteriza como alianzas entre los partidos
y o}ganizaciones obreras y la burguesia imperiafista 0 sus agentes
en los paises coloniales. P"or eso es que. para nosotros. Peron.
Cardenas. el APRA. Castro. la UP Chilena no son Frentes
Populares. aunque sean organismos de colaboracion de clase.
porque todos ellos. en mayor 0 menor grado. por una u otra via
enfrentaron al imperialismo, Por eso los definimos como
movimientos nacionalistas burgueses 0 pequeno-burgueses.
De la misma manera, eI Frente Popular cop.. la burguesia
espanola era distinto de un frente de los obreJ:(ls catalanes con la
burguesia 0 pequeno-burguesia separatista catalanas. Este ultimo
era un movilT!iento nacionalista y asi 10 definio Trotsky, .....

"We accept that the TrvlSkyist definition of the Popular Fronts
permits d(fl'erent interpretations. The one we think is the most
correct is' the one that characterizes them as alliances between
lI'orkers parties and organizations and the imperialist bourgeoisie
or its agents in colonial countries. That is why, for us, Peron,
Carc/enas. A PRA [Peru]. Castro. the Chilean UParen't Pvpular
hOlliS. although they may be organisms of dass collaboration,
hecouse all (~f' them to (I lesser or grea.ter degree.. in one way or
allot her. m/~{ront imperialism. That is why we define them as
hourgeois or pelty hourgeois nationalist movements.
"'n the same lI'ay, the Popular From with the Spanish
hourgeoisie was different .trom a .trant of' Catalan workers with
the Catalan hourgeoisie or separati.vt pelty bourgeoisie. The latter
lI'as a nationalist 1/IOI'eIl1elll .•which is how Trutskydefinedil ......

-from "Carta Abierta a los compaileros de Politica Obrera," letter from the PST to Politica Obrera, 6
. September1 9 7 4 '.... a::; ... .,.;;·r.
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-from Ernesto
Gonzalez, "Unidad
Popular-A March
to Disaster on the
'Peaceful Road',"
Revista de America,
Marcft-April 1973,
translated in
International
Socialist Review,
October 1973
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-from Nahuel M.oreno, "A Scandalous DocumentA Reply to Germain," SWP International Internal
Discussion Bulletin, Vol. XI, No.4, January 1974

Trotskyism vs. Morenoism on Proletarian Revolution
international Spartacist tendency:
9. The partial character of the anti-capitalist revolutions
in the colonial world over the past two decades (China,
Cuba, North Viet Nam and North Korea) leads us to
reaffirm the Marxist-Leninist concept of the proletariat
as the key to the socialist revolution. Although existing
petty-bourgeois nationalist-led movements against
imperialism must be defended, the task of communists is
to lead the active intervention of the working class to
take hegemony over the national-social struggle. The
s.truggle by the proletarian leadership for selfdetermination of the oppressed nations is a powerful
tool to break the grip of petty-bourgeois nationalist
leaders on the masses. The Spartacist League fundamentally opposes the Maoist doctrine, rooted in
Menshevism and Stalinist reformism, which rejects the
vanguard role" of the working class and substitutes
peasant-based guerrilla warfare as the road to socialism.
Movements of this sort can under certain conditions,
i.e., the extreme disorganization of the capitalist class in

the colonial country and the absence of the working
class contending in its own right for social power, smash
capitalist property relations; however, theY,Eannot bring
the working class to political power. Rather, they create
bureaucratic anti-working-class regimes which suppress
any further development of these revolutions towards
socialism. Experience since the Second World War has
completely validated the Trotskyist theory of the
Permanent Revolution which declares that in the
modern world the bourgeois-democratic revolution can
be completed only by a proletarian dictatorship
supported by the peasantry. Only under the leadership
of the revolutionary proletariat can the colonial and
semi-colonial countries obtain the complete and
genuine solution to their tasks of achieving democracy
and national emancipation ....
-excerpted from: "Declaration of Principles of the
Spartacist League," 1966, in "Basic Documents of the
Spartacist League," Marxist Bulletin No.9

Moreno and the PST:
..... la vida ha puesto en evidencia las lagunas. omisiones y
errorcs del programa de la Revolucion Pcrmancntc .... EI
dogma de que la unica clasc quc puedc cumplir las tareas
democniticas e~ la obrcra. es fa!so. Scctores de la clase
media urbana y el campcsinado son. en ocasiones. los
caudillos rcvolucionarios .... •..

.... . /if£' has hrollghl olll Ihe ollli.ISio//.1 alld errors of Ihe
{Jrogralll of Perlllallelll Rel'ollllioll .... nit' dogllla Ihal
Olllr Ihe II "()rk illg class C([II accolllplish Ihe democral ic lasks
is/alse. SeClors oflhe IIrhall lIIiddle class alld Ihe II('asalllrr
are. Oil ()cc([sioll. Ihe rel·olillioll([r.l" leaders/IIII . .....

-from Nahuel Moreno, "La revolucion latinoamericana, Argentina y nuestras tareas," 1961, quoted in
"Respuesta de Politica Obrera al PST," 8 November 1974
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excerpted from:

"Mexican
Standoff"
-Workers Vanguard,
No. 131, 29 October 1976

Although the presidential elections in "Marxist professors"-the pro';'SWP
Mexico this summer ·predictably in.. leaders of the lS-the PST-backed
stalled tbe candidate of the ruling group founded the Militant Tendency
Institutional Revolutionary Party (TM), captured a majority of the Lip,
(PRI), Jos~ lopez Portillo, they nev- elected a new central committee and
ertheless - had some interesting side pushed through new organizational
effects. FQr the first time in decades a rules. Under these bizarre regulations,
left-wing opposition slate, whose candi- the membership was re-registered as
date (Valentine Campa) is a member of candidates for a month's "testina"
·the Mexican Communist Party (PCM). period to show their "activism," resultreceived substantial write-in support.
ing in a classic Stalin-style bureaucratic
Moreover, the Stalinist-initiated. political purge. Then. in typicat uSee
ticket' included one self-styled Trotsky- fashion, the deposed leadership, now
ist party and was supported by two calling itself tbe Bolshevik-Leninist
others, all of them associated with Faction (FBl), declared itself a "public
different factions in the so-called "Unit- faction" and began a flaht in the public
ed Secretariat of the Fourth Interna- press.. The TM, denouncina the old
tiona I" (USec). The sharp three-way leaders as mired in abstract propapnpolemic between these groups is of dism, announced it would go to the
particular interest since Mexico is the masses....
main arena where representatives of all PSTITM S'-II •
d P - ·uI
the competing international tendencies
: .,. n am an
op.r
Front.am
in the USec have squared off ....
The oldest of the self-proclaimed
For the Militant Tendency, a turn to
Trotskyist groups, however. the Posa- the masses meant capitulation before
dista Partido Obrero Revohlcionario the Stalinist PCM,the laraest left-wina
(POR), has mainly been ac~iy'e in.haUipg organization in the country. In mi4the "revol~tionary aovernmtlRlfs/.;of 1975 the PCM had helel a larae raDy in
former president Luis Ect~f:~ I'nd Mexico City at .which Communist
then voting for the PR.~" ll9~i,I-'0. .. leaders called for a "Coalition of Left
Consequently, the 'POR ~ IQf.C Organizations." Almost' immediately
nowhere, and instead sinCei.lt~»-, tWQ after,taking control of the Lip SocialiJUSec-affiliated groups have grown and ta last fall, the new pro-PST leadership
managed to gain influence' in a segmcn\ . suddenly published a "joint PCM-LS
of the radicalized students. These;~.l;r,.. electoral program" of 17 points.
the Grupo Comunista Internacionalista" It appeared surprising that the PCM
(O~I) and the Lip Socialista {LS) t had decided to form a bloc with an·
which oriainated in a-1972 split from tbe . ostensibly Trotskyist party (partic....rly
OCI.
. since in· 1940 the PCM organized an
ne OCI was associated with the attempt on Trotsky's life before he was
International Majority Tendency (IMT) finaHy assassinated by a GPU aaent).
of the USec led by Ernest Mandel, while But,the PCM is trying to break out of
the Liaa Socialista was the local affiliate' • isolation and. for the momtent is apparof, the Leninist-Trotskyist Faction ently willing to take any kind of
(L..TF) led by the American Socialist dectoral blK it can get.
The more interesting question il why
Workers Party (SWP). Characteristically, the OCI oriented itself toward an a sQ-called Trotskyist tendency should
eternal sea.reh for a "new mass van- seek an .election agreement With. a
auard" of Castroite-influenccd youth. Stalinist party. Hasn:t the bitter Itruute
and the LS souaht to implant itself in a between Trotskyism and Stalinism over
the past SO years r~presented the battle
more' sedate academic milieu.
However, beginning last 'year there between class struggle and class collabwas a spectacular revolt in the LS in orati,on-between revolution and coun
which the pro-SWP leade~s,~Y;"'was . , '. terrcvolution? What joint program
toppled by agents and suppott4~ ~i8e could unite such opposites?
Wit hits M ex i can alii e s
Araentine Partido Socialislii:,:::~:I~\os
Trabajadores (PST),- up untinhen th~ . organizationally blackjacked by its
second major group of the"L-tF. ,international bloc partners, the SWP
Following the lS split last 'all/wlntet . counterattacked by asking embarrasSthe L-TF split intc;rnationally asw~Il, ing questions about theiMilitant Tend.
with pro-PST elements head ina back .. ency's coalition with the PCM. SWP
toward the Mandelite majority.
leader Joseph Hansen wrote a letter (25
In order to oust what it called the October 1975) to the Political CommitJ
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tee of the Liga Socialista pointing out
that a joint electoral platform would,
onlyserye to 'mask other differences.
"For example." he wrote. "does the
PCM stand for the parliamentary road.
for 'peaceful coexistence'?" ([SWP]
Internal In/ormation Bulletin. March
1976).
The explanation of the TM's opportunist behavior is that it has nothing to
do with Trotsky~m (nor has the SWP)
and had no qualms about forming a bloc
with the Stalinists. In fact. the TM
reveled in it. On the point which Hansen
worried
about-"peac.eful
coexistence"-Dot only did the PCM
suvport it. but it turned up in the final
version of the joint electoral program
the following January. with of course a
vague pro forma disclaimer by the TM.

program of the Coalition of the' Left is
really reformist, then the Liga Socialista
(Militant Tendency) should be expelled
from the USec, it pointed out-well
knowing that for the SWP and its allies
to propose this obviously appropriate
step would have meant bringing the
whole shaky USec house of cards
crashing down.
Moreover, said TM leader Ricardo
Hernandez, how can they vote for
Campa (as both the LCI and FBL did),
while claiming that the Coalition is
popular-frontist, and consequently
Campa is a candidate "not of a 'class'
organization but of class collaborationism" ("Reply to an Essay on Sectarianism," quoted in ibid.). A good point,
since the SWP I L-TF I FBL repeatedly
denounce the IMT's capitulation to
popular fronts. yet then turn around
and
themselves vote for popular-front
SWP/FBL: LOok Who'. T.lklngl
candidatesI
The most "orthodox" al'8uments
The Mexican situation shows in
against the Militant Tendency's partici- microcosm the bitter triangular polemic
pation in a popular-frontist bloc have now wracking the uSec. The fact that
emanated from the SWP-backed the pr~PST Militant Tendency could
Bolshevik-Leninist Faction. In an arti- go from L-TF pseudo-orthodoxy on
cle entitled. "Is the Mexican CP No the popular front into a classLonger a Stalinist Organization?" collaborationist alliance in a matter of a
(translated in Intercontinental Press, I few weeks tells a areat deal about the
March 1976); the FBL takes the TM to reformist character of the L-TF. And
. task for the statement in the Coalition the fact that the most right-wins
election program referrina to the "so- grouping (both in Mexico and internacialist objectiv~" and "revolutionary tionally) can effortlessly shift from the
method" of the sianatories.
international minority to accommodaThe Coalition platform, in fact, tion with the majority speaks volumes
openly declared that the Mexican CP is about the unprinc~pled nature of all the
no lonaer a Stalinist organization and factions.
has become revolutionary. Challenged
Now a new PRT has been born. at a
on this by FBL spokesmen, the leader of fusion conference in the "Miauel Enthe Militant Tendency yelled out to a riquez Auditorium" at the National
crowd at a Campa campaian meeting Univenityof Mexico. The 1,000 people
that "The Communist Party is more present at the meeting reportedly named
revolutionary than you arel" The TM Mario Roberto Santucho. the murdered
newspaper went on:
leader of the Araentine PRT/ERP,
"We do not want to educ:ate1he masses. honorary president of the congress.
because then our task would be to Given the ex-Militant Tendency's unbecome fOod professon of Marxism.
Our task IS to pose concrete solutions to abashed rejection of Trotskyist opposi.concrete problems. . . . Therefore we tion to popular fronts and the TM's
prefer raising a class-struggle program, naked Stalinist methods. it is entirely
even if it is not our own, and achieving appropriate that the unification should
unity which maltesmass work more
take place under the symbolic auspices
pouible......
of Enriquez and Santucho. two leaden
-quoted in [SWPJ Inle"",1
In/ormalion BuI1elin,July 1976 of centrist sroups set up by the USee
To charaes that it had betrayed who became renegades. As Santucho
Marxiim by signina a document calling was takins the PRTout ofthe USee, he
for "peaceful coexistence," the TM blasted "the Fourth International"
replied blithely that "foreign policy is a composed of "counterrevolutionary
problem that interests the masses least adventurers" and based on a "scarcely
redeemable tradition." No doubt ia
now" (ibid.)!
Against this unashamed anti-Marxist short order we will be hearins similar
drivel, it is not hard for the FBL to look words from some of the more intrepid
orthodox. But the TM was able to land renesades from Trotskyism in the
some telling blows of its own. If the Mexican PRT ....
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With the "far left" groups awakening
This is a Stalinist theory of "revolution
mass support with agitation against the
by stages" in its fullest flower. The article
imperialist 'treaties. the question of the
has so many references to the "principal
attitude toward the Torrijos regime
enemy" that one would think it to, be,
becomes a key issue. In various articles
excerpted from:
written by a Maoist.
the LSR and its leaders (including
In a follow-up article (Rtvis.ltI ..
Miguel Antonio Bernal. who has been
America, June-july 1977) the Moren~
exiled from Panama for the last two
ites characterize T orrijol as a "bonapart..
years as a prominent left opponent of the
ist sui gtntris [of a unique kindf and 10
regime) have made clear that they oppose
on to say that· his regime "confronta
giviRJ political support to Torrijos.
imperialism in a partial and limited
although they are put in something of an
manner. '.' The ultimate proof of this is
embarrassing position because of their
that Torrijos is Ihtflm ru/~, in Ih",.,in
simultaneous sympathies for the Castro
hislory of PtlntlmtJ who d,nouna, 'M
,retlly which handtd OVtr 1M ('tllUII iIIMI
regime which praises the Panamanian
-Workers Vanguard,
dictator as an "anti-imperialist." Howth~ canql zo,,~ 'oytmlctt imptriDlismbi
No. 203. 28 April 1978
ever. another wing of the United Secre- perpetuity." This affirmaiion is particu:'
Iarly ludicrous because the "in perpetw:"
tariat, grouped around Nabuel Moreno
of the Argentine Partido Socia!ista de los
ty" clause was eliminated fr.!lm the canal
Trabajadores (PST). holds that it is
treaty in 1936- in response to nationalist
necessary to "support Torrijos in the agitalion among the Panamanian
current negotiations" (article in the
masses-by none other than U.S. im"
Colombian 810que Socialista's Rtvolurialisl commander-in-chief Franklin D.
cion SociDlisla No. 66 of 10 March 1977.
Roosevelt. Evidently this indicates that.
n:printed in the Morenoites' Revisla dt
he is a bonapartist rttlily sui pneri~
America of May 1977).
1t is virtually impossible to lJlk even Of'
The Morenoites' support for Torrijos puudo-Trotskyism in thercuc oOhis
is explicitly political and far reach,ng.
tendency. which holds that in ~BolMa
Elsewhere in the article they,caJi for
under Torres, Chile under Allende, Peru
"suppor;t to the qationalistpoiicies of
under Velasco Alvarado" it was similarly
Torrijos." .tale that he is "the represennecessary to give "critical" poli,bl
tative of th~ struggle!or the recuperation
support to th~ "bonapartists sui .neriI~
against the imperialists. The whOle
too:~~~:;~~~~~;;~ of the canal." This is backed up by the
, Si bien somos conscientea del ca- following analysis:
' ,,
'lesson of Chile was that 'the Allende
ra,~ter burgues del gobiemo de To"Although we are aware of the bourgeois
popular front paved the way to the
rrIJ?S, debemos tener presente el
character of the Torrijos govemm~nt,
victory of the bloody junta by tying the
cB!acte~rogreSivO de su enfrentawe must keep in mind the progreJliVe
.workers to the "anti-imperialist" secto...
to im r i '
.
characterofitsconfrontationwithimperialism .... ,
' of the bourgeoisie. Moreno cl Co. do
euctly the same toward Torrijos as the
-from Revisla de America,
"'Thus the fundamental enemy of the
MIR did toward Alh::nde'f· UP in Chile.
Panamanian masses in this moment is
May 1977
'imperialism and not Torriios."

"u.s. Out of .
Panama
Now!"

<

-from Revista de America,
June-July 1977 (see article)

Carter and Torrijos: "a progressive confrontation with
imperialism"?

VI.
Moreno the Swindler
The history of Nahuel Moreno's dubious financial
dealings is long and sordid. In the 1960's, funds from a
Peruvian bank "expropriation" by the Tupac Amaro
guerrilla group were supposed to have gotten to Hugo
Blanco's peasant unions via Moreno (Hugo Bre.sano); they never arrived. The story was spelled out In
detail by Richard Gott in his book Guerrilla Movements In Latin America (1972), but Moreno never
answered the charges. In Argentina there were
allegations against Moreno's PST tor refusing to pay
US$19,OOO for an order ot 50,000 books by Trotsky
printed and delivered by a pubJlshlng house- (EI
Yunque) associated with the Polltlca Obrera party.
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The money stili has not arrived.
In Colombia, he set up a publishing house (Editorial
Pluma) with an entrepreneur supplying the cash and
Moreno supplying an International distribution network. But when the partner discovered there was no
network and only PST material was being published,
he sued. Colombian PST memb.rs were Instructed to
buy and distribute Pluma publications on the grounds
that It was a party venture; but when the Proletarian
Democracy Tendency of the PST asked to see the
books, they were reportedly told It. was a private
publishing house and they could not have access to
the records.

What about that Money for Hugo-,Blanco?
Immediately on arrival in Lima, MartoreU sent Pereyra to
, Cuzco to work with Hugo Blanco. Pereyra was to ': prepare and

9~ guerrilla groups, while Blanco was to tUl'Jl>,th.c.xisfing

peasant movement into a more solid, cohesive forco.
Some time later Hugo Bressano himself, Hugo Blanco's old
Jl9litical mentor and the head of SLATO, arrived JQ. p.,cJU .from
A!gentina. Immediately he began discUSSions with leaders of
;Yilrious leftist factions. Soon, however, it became clear that there
Were serious seeds of discord between the group operating out
of Cuzco which was thinking in terms of organi:Pits a guerrilla
movement, and that of Bressano in Lima which bad no intention
. of supporting anything further than the seizure of land by the
.J1C8Sants and the formation of peasant militias to protect their

8aIns.

.

The disagreement took tbe form in tbe first instance of a
refltsal by the Cuzco group to consider meeting with the other
organizers ,in Lima. Cuzco, they felt, was the obvious site. The
matter was smoothed OVCl' by convincing tho Cuzqruifos that it
would be worth going to Lima,. and eventually Pereyra was sent
ckJWD to the meetings held in Lima in February 1962.
The first lDajor problem to be solved-indeed the fundamental
proplem, in tbe wbole effort-Wall that of raising money. In
December 1961, one of the brancbes of the Banco Popular was
"expropriated," but all they could secure was 105,000 soles
(about $4000), nearly half of which was in new notes that
could not be used since the police knew tho numbers.
SLATO had originally offered a subsidy of eight or nine
.' milUon. Argentine pesos (about $120,000), but Villanueva doubts
whether anyone took such a large offer very seriously.lI However, some time after his arrival in Lima, Hugo Bressano announced his intention of returning to Buenos Aires with a view
to Winding up the aCcounts of his organizatioJi..~ branch in
Arge~a and handinS over halt a million SOles (a* $20,000)
to thePenlvian branch as a loan. Bressano arranged that half
of this, should be turned over in February 1962, and the rest
not later than 1S March.
..Hugo Blanco's need of the inoney was becoming increasingly
urgent since there were two congresses planned, one of the

peasants of La Convenci6n and Lares, and the other a peasant
congress of the department of Cuzco. In both of tbese there was
bound to be a serious clash between the FIR and the Communists. The latter were already planning to expel Hugo Blanco
from the Peasants' Federation.
But when it came to the point, no money was forthcoming
from, Bressano. On 11 Marcb 1962 Alberto Pereyra bad to be
sent doWD from Cuzco to Lima to secure the necessary furids
from the Natio~ Directorate of FIR. The latter, aware that
Bressano had no intention of fulfilling his promise, had already
embarked on planning a second "expropriadon"-thDtime the
branch of the Banco de Cr6dito de Mirafiores, one of Lima's
most luxurious suburbs. But the plans for this were not yet
ready and in the meantime the org~ in the Cuzco area
were getting desperate. At the end 6f March the l)epartmental
Directorate of FIR in Cuzco sent. an ultimatum to Lima calling
for a National Congress to be beld in Cuzco not later than
S April. H this was rejected, the Cuzco leadership threatened
to tako over the NatiollaJ. Directorate.
But when this ultimatum reached Lima, it so happened that
Bressano had just returned from Buenos Aires. ImnwJiately he
accused the Cuz.co organizers of lack of discipline, and he orde.red
that they be expelled from their positions, Hugo Blanco, among
them.
Meanwhile, on 1 April, FIR's urban group in Lima had at
last got hold of the car they planned to use in thQ attack on
the Banco de Cr6dito, and on 12 April the, operatiqn took place.
It was a complete succc;ss, and the total secured was nearly
three million soles (about $120,000.)
It iwas decided that half a million soles sbolJld be taken to
CuzCo straight away•. Three hundred tllousand' Soles were to be
hand~ over to Bressano, -and tho rest were.left .with a Peruvian
in LiMa to buy arms.
'
Apart from the money, a number of impOrtant leaders, including Pereyra, Martorell and others, were also scheduled to go to
Cuzco. The problem was how to get them and thf money safely
tber6. Afte.r the assault on tho bank in Mira1lores, aU the roads
out of Lima had been closely guarded, and the authorities' were
so nervous about rumored uprisings in tho Cuzco area that it
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was practically impossible to get into Cuzco itself without being
searched. The obvious solution would have been to send them
011 in ones and twos by different routes, but instead of this,
Bressano decided that they should all go hidden in a lorry.
The Cuzco organizers were firmly opposed to such a mad
scheme, and suggested that the lorry should at least go straight
to the Valley of La Convenci6n rather than risk entering Cuzco.
And they were extremely hostile to the idea of the money accompanying the men. But the SLA1'O leaders in Lima were
equally firm. Men and money would travel in one lorry to
Cuzco. Villanueva comments caustically:
It appears really as though the leadership of SLATO rather
than finding solutions to problems, took delight in putting the
nerves of militants and .Ieaders to the test, playing Unnecessarily
with fire by placing the entire organization in danger and, what is
even worse, jeoPllfdizing the possibilities of the insurrection itself.a

The words do not seem to be too strong for what subsequently
occurred. On the night of 24 April 1962, a hired lorry set
out from Lima with a hidden compartment bolding Dine men.
Three days and fifteen police posts later they arrived at LiJDa....-'
tambo, within thirty kilometers of Cuzco.
Awaiting them there were a number of the members of the
Departmental Directorate from Cuzco. These proposed a change
of plan. Instead of driving on into the city, the lorry should

stop a couple of kilometers outside and the men should make
their way by separate routes, .moving at different hours. But
the chief of the group from Lima refused and the lorry continued
its journey, arriving in Cuzco at 2 o'clock in the morning.
- Hardly was there time for four of the nine men hidden inside
to disembark before a police patrol suddenly appeared. Pereyra
managed to open fire and he wounded a guard, but he and .
another were soon captured. The others managed to get away,
but the police found on Pereyra the sum of 438,000 soles
(about $17,600.)'
_
That same night, 28 April, a few hours after the capture of
the lorry, the surviving leaders from Lima had a meeting with
those from Cuzco to discuss how matters should proceed. Martorell took over frOJIl Pereyra, but since Hugo Blanco and two
of his principal assistants had been earlier demoted by Bressano,
another man had to be sent from Lima to take over FIR's Departmental Directorate in Cuzco.
The night before tb,e lorry had left Lima, Bressano, in an
emotional farewell, said that he would be ftying to Cuzco the
next day to take part in the SLATO National Congress that
was to take place there. The next day, however, saw Bressano
on a plane to Buenos Aires ....

-from Richard Gott, Guerrilla Movements in Latin
America, 1972

The "Arlete Affair" in Portugal

excerpted from:

"CP in Deep
Trouble in
Portuguese
Elections"
-Workers Vanguard,
No. 116, 2 July 1976

What could sharply alter the course of
PQlitical events in Portuglll is the building of a Trotskyist PJltty ,based on
a clear program of class indePendence,
breaking with all wings of the bourgeoisie, including the demagogic left-talking
officers. A large part of the support for
Carvalho comes from workers disillusioned with the Socialist Party's open
JUpport for and the Communist Partr's
;owardly capitulation to Eanes, behind
whose dark glasses there lurks a mono. cle. A candidate calling for a break with
PSI PCP class collaboration, for no
confidence in the capitalist anny, for the
unification of the workers commissions
in a national workers assembly, could
point the way toward breaking through
the vicious ·circle of "stabilizing parlia~
mentary democracy" vs. militarydominated "people's power."
In Portugal over the last y,ear the two
main ostensibly' Trotskyist organizations, both allied with the misnamed
"United" Secretariat of the Fourth
International (USee), have tailed after
the CP and SP., During last fall, the LCI
(Internationalist Communist League,
allied with the centrist USee majority
led by Ernest Mandel) was part of the
"Revolutionary United Front" (FUR)
that supported the popular':'front Fifth
Government of Vasco Gon~lves and
I

•

initially included the Communist Party.
At the same time, as the Socialist Party
was spearheading a reactiQnarY antiCommunist mobilization, the PRT
(Revolutionary Workers Party, allied
with the reformist qSec minority, and in
recent m,?nths specifically with the
Arg~ntine PST) incredibly called for a
Soares government.
However, in the presidential elections, initially neither the 'Communists
nor 'the Socialists wer~ running a
candidate (the Pato candidacy was the
result of the PCP's inability to find a
gen~ral it could support), so with no one
to tail after the LCI and PRT decided to
launch a joint presidential candidate.
This was also part of on-again, ,off-again
"unity" discussions between the two
USec sympathizing groups.
Their .choice as standard bearer was
one Arlete Vieira da Silva, whose
picture was published on flyers .lJbove
the headline: "Arlete, A Woman, A
Worker, A Revolutionary." A biographical sketch proclaimed that she
had been a member of the PCP for 16
years and was arrested five times, once
imprisoned for more than three years. A
note in the USec international organ,
Inprecor (27 May), went into .he details
of \otture ("the traces can still be seen on
her broken wristsj. Following the over-
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throw of Caetano, it said, she ~igned , ing. Expresso (29 May) reported that it
fro11\ the PCP in opposition to the had learned trom the PRT that iriquiries
Stalinists' stnkebreaking and class produced no evidence that its candidate
collaboration.
had ever been imprisoned on political
,However, three weeks after ttte charges. In fact, the onlycourt)rial of
PRTI LCI candidate was launched, Arlete Vieira da Silva concerned "failafter the necessary 7,500 signatures had ure to pay and embezzlement of various
been gllthered to put h~r on· the ballot household eJectrical appliances"!! In
and on the eve of the deadline for France; 'the daily Rouge (30 May),
registration, both groups suddenly newspaper of the Ligue Communiste
withdrew their support. What hap- Revolutionnaire (LCR), asked' in a
pened? Readers of the PRTs Combat'e headline whether" Arlete" was a "PreSocialista (~ June) were given nothing varicator or Provocateur"?
by way of explanation but an inside
With the information at o..,r disposal
story with the laconic title, "The Only
Candidacy of Class Indepen~nce it is .impossible to Say whether the
Ceased to Existf" This item's only ,"Arlete affair" was, as the LCI and PRT
answer to the "many questions which suggest, a Stalinist provocation. Cerhave been aslCed" about' the sudden tainty the PCP did not come forward
withdrawal was to referto~ourcommu until quite late with whatever infotmaniques" on the subject, which are not 'tion it had concerning the dubious·
printed ...Arlete Vieira da Silva gave us character of a former D!ember (whose
data about her political pa~t which were husband is reportedly a Communist
not true," it says, "thereby not guar~nt Party militant), while at the same time
eeing the political and moral fitness spreading rumors. Moreover, Cunhal &
which a \revolutionary party must Co: are no doubt already trying ,to use
demand in order ,to support a class this incident in order to spread their
'candidacy...."
usual slander _ that Trotskyist$. are
A few days earlier, the, LCI had provocateurs. What the affair definitely
withdrawn its support from "Arlete," shows, however, is that in theircongenideclaring thatsl\~ did "not have the past tal tailing after the, reformists, - the
nor the mi'rilrrlum \ conditions which Pabloist liquidatorS demonstrate a
woul~ permit her to be an intransigent fundamental lack of political seriousdefen,der 'of a'program of unity and ness which leads them to grab for an
independence of the workers move- unknowll quantity as I a presidential.
ment.~Placing the ·main blame on the candidate simply because she· could
PRT (wldch had nomina.ted her also in Se~e as an advertising gimmick to rip
the April parliamentary elections), the off Communist votes. Their salivary
LCI shamefacedly admitted that it only glands are stronger than their brainS,
belatedly' investigated the background and it is clear th~t in presenting Arlete
of its "revolutionary candidate." And it Vieira da Silva in the elections, the PRT
also said nothing about what it had and Lei gave no thought to providing
discovered (Luta Proletaria, 2· June).
serious leadership to the, working
The. bourgeois press was more reveal- masses ....

Dei~u deexistir
~ U~'ca car~ilatura de
ilfleplllJlMncla ~e cia ssel
•
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da t uras a~ Termi
'p nado
. _ 0 per1odo
'. '-. ~' ~rpsldencia da Re Ear~ a ~presenta a~.
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Arlete

-from Combate Socialista, 2 June 1976
,
(see article above)
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